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SUMMARY

This " MONITORING OF PIPELINE USING SMART SENSORS " research

consists of:

1. Durability Test of the PZT Sensors-Actuators and their Bonding

System.

2. Numerical and Experimental Investigation of Determination for

Existence of Damage (Cracks) Using Smart Material Lead

Zirconate Titanate (PZT) as Array of Sensors-Actuators.

3. The Stress Field Reconstruction by a Suitable Stress Function

Using Data Provided from the Array of Displacement Sensors and

the Determination of the Criticality of the Structural

Component.

The first stage of this research will demonstrate the feasibility of the PZT

sensor-actuator and their bonding system with respect to the loads that are

commonly experienced in the pipeline. Based on the findings the PZT will

be used in this research to detect damage in a structural component.

The second part of this research will be conducted to demonstrate how this

PZT actuator-sensor pair can be used to detect, and approximately, to

locate damage in a structure. This approach will examine the possibility of

using an array of piezoelectric transducers attached to the structure for

both actuation and sensing. The results from a set of numerical and

experimental investigations will show that the use of an array of PZT

sensor-actuator can be used satisfactorily to locate the damage and to

monitor the growth of the damage.



In the last stage of this research, a method to assess the integrity of the

structure will be conducted. To assess the integrity of the structure it is

proposed to construct the stress field from point measurements from the

array of sensors by using an algorithm based on a suitable stress function.

A technique to determine the location of the crack tip will refine the results

from the previous stage of research. With the knowledge of this crack tip

location and stress field around it, the mode I Stress Intensity Factor (SIF),

Ki can be determined. This numerical investigation of the 2D stress

function will be substantiated with a set of experimental results. Based on

these results the fracture stress of a structural component will also be

calculated. To apply this stress function application to a thick structure a

suitable 3D-stress function, which satisfies the embedded semi-elliptical

crack condition, will be derived. The derived 3D-stress function will then be

used to construct the stress field at the back surface of the plate with an

embedded semi-elliptical crack.

In conclusion, this project will demonstrate a potential technique of

pipeline monitoring which combines:

• An active system for in-situ monitoring, using an active

element PZT as a sensor/actuator, in conjunction with a

passive sensor such as a strain gauge.

• A suitable stress function based algorithm that detects and

assesses the damage levels present in the structure by

evaluating structural response data acquired from bonded

sensors such as PZT patches and strain gauges.
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NOMENCLATURE

a Half of the crack length (mm), semi-major axis of the semi-

elliptical crack (Section 6.2)

A Cross sectional area (mm2)

Ak Ampl i tude of the s p e c t r u m (Volt)

b Semi-minor axis of the semi-elliptical c rack (Section 6.2)

d Depth of the seabed from the sea surface

d3i Electrical coupling coefficient of the PZT(m/Volt)

D Diameter of the pipe (mm)

E Youngs m o d u l u s of a mater ia l (GPA)

F Applied force (N)

g Ear th cons t an t gravity (m/s 2 )

G Shea r Modulus (MPA)

h Thickness of the pipe (mm)

k Stiffness (N/m)

Ki S t ress Intensi ty Factor (SIF) mode I (MPAVm)

Kic Frac ture Toughness (MPA^m)

1 Length of the cross sect ional a rea (mm)

L Length of PZT u n d e r voltage excitation (m)

PZT Lead Zirconate T i t ana te (Piezoceramics)

rp Plasticity zone size(m)

t Thickness (mm)

TF Transfer Function

V Applied electrical field ( Volt)

Vk Vibration spec t rum

Vks Vibration spec t rum from the sensor

Vkact Vibration spec t rum from the ac tua tor



AL Induced length of PZT under voltage excitation (m)

c Strain

cmax Maximum stra in

Gk Phase angle (rad)

v Poison ratio

p Density (g/cm3)

a Stress (MPA)

CTC Fracture (residual) stress (MPA)

Gy Yield strength of a material (MPA)

<7u Ultimate tensile stress of a material (MPA)

ao Stress flow or the average of the ou and ay (MPA)

Maximum hoop stress (MPA)

Stress component in the X- direction (MPA)

Stress component in the Y- direction (MPA)

Stress component in the Z- direction (MPA)

Tx y Shear stress component in the X-Y direction (MPA)

ixz Shear stress component in the X-Z direction (MPA)

0) Frequency (Hz)
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IV. H. Nugroho INTRODUCTION 1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

A pipeline is built for transporting either compressible or incompressible

fluids or sometimes a mixture of them. Steel pipelines are most commonly

used for this purpose. Many of these pipeline systems have been

constructed for transporting these fluids over long distances. One of the

important maintenance issues of pipeline systems is failure prevention, as

such a failure would not only affect production but could have significant

impact on public safety and the environment.

Failure of the pipeline structure is commonly caused by crack growth, and

thus detection of the early stage of the crack is critical. This crack detection

can only be achieved by monitoring the pipeline. The continuous

monitoring of the pipeline system is a helpful tool for assessing the integrity

of the system. In this method the engineering data, such as strains or

displacements in relation to stresses that occur on the pipe wall, are

recorded and processed to have a clear description of the system

performance.

Smart active sensors are pairs of sensor-actuator and can be used to

accomplish continuous monitoring of the pipeline. A smart pipeline is very

appropriate since pipelines can be located in the regions hardly accessible

to humans, such as in the jungle or on the seabed.

This smart structure methodology requires sensors to measure the stress

values on a particular structure. Arrays of smart sensors can be used to

measure the strains or displacements on a structure. Hookes1 law can then

be applied to find the stresses. In these strain or displacement

measurement sensors must be attached or embedded on the structure.



W. H. Nugroho INTRODUCTION 2

This research program seeks to extend active smart sensor technology,

which is currently used predominantly in the aircraft industries (Irving,

1996)1, to the oil and gas industries. The PZT (Lead Zirconate Titanate) is a

commonly used smart material that can act both as the sensor and the

actuator. This material will generate a voltage when a mechanical force is

applied, and will generate a force with an applied voltage.

To date, an extensive literature search has revealed that whilst there are

significant developments in the field of fracture mechanics, smart

structures and sensing, and stress analysis, there is little work reported on

the use of these tools in an integrated manner for the determination of the

integrity of pipeline structures.

This research seeks to combine the recent developments in smart structure

technology with fracture mechanics for a "smart" system in pipeline

integrity assessment. This smart pipeline concept is to improve

maintenance scheduling and to prevent failure under operational

conditions.

The aims of this smart pipeline concept are:

1) To determine the presence of any existing or developing flaws

2) To assess the criticality of the flaw

To achieve the above aims a series investigation will be conducted in this

research. These can be summarised in the flow chart shown in Figure 1.1.
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Durability test of the PZT
sensors-actuators and
their bonding systems

Determination of existence
of damage (cracks) using
smart materials (PZT) as

sensors-actuators

Existence of flaws

Reconstruct stress-field
from data provided by

array of sensors using a
suitable stress function

Determination of
criticality

Figure 1.1. A flow chart of the research

In this thesis, a review of failure prediction in pipeline and in service

monitoring of pipeline is presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3,

experimental investigation of sensor-actuator and bonding system

durability is reported. Then, in Chapter 4, the numerical investigation of

the detection of existing/developing flaw in system is outlined which is

followed immediately with the experimental investigation in Chapter 5. In

Chapter 6, the ability of the developed algorithm to reconstruct stress field

and determine the criticality of the flaw by using an array of sensors is

presented. Finally, the significant findings of this research are summarised

in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review consists of two sections. First, it reviews prediction

methods that can be used to design and/or prevent the failure of the

pipeline. Second, it reviews some studies of the monitoring of pipelines

with introduction of smart structure concept and successful applications

of the passive sensor on the pipe-structure.

2.1. Prediction of failure in pipelines

Prediction of failure in pipelines has been investigated by many

researchers. The predictive method for such rupture event in on or off

shore systems can be useful for the designer. Venzi et al (1993)2

reviewed current theories for predicting the ductile fracture propagation

in high-pressure pipelines. This report contained a comprehensive

survey of predictive methods. The review began in the 1970s when many

countries took initiatives in clarifying certain important aspects of the

ductile fracture phenomenon. Significant results were produced by these

studies in the early 1980s. At the start of the 1990s the procedures of

predictive methods were based on:

1) A continuation of the semi empirical approach by developing the test

database of high-grade pipe.

2) The initiation of theoretical models based on fracture mechanics

methodology by performing the computational model.

Venzi's review indicated that future research should be directed at

determining the relationship between toughness and maximum

permissible crack length.

In 1992 Emery et al3 developed a numerical method to predict the

occurrence of crack arrest and the arrest length for full-scale pipe

rupture. The pipe rupture was simulated in a computer and the pipe was
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represented by a series of discontinuous split rings that deform elasto-

plastically under fluid pressure and inertial loads. Pressures and pipe

material characteristics, that were found experimentally, were used as

inputs. Comparisons of measured opening axial shapes and those

predicted by the simple ring model were in good agreement. The model

was also successful in predicting the occurrence of crack arrest and the

arrest length.

Kanninen et al (1994)4 described a user-oriented methodology in a

recent report. This methodology can be used for assessing the risk of

ductile fracture propagation in the full range of design and operating

conditions that possibly occur on their gas transmission pipeline system.

This predictive methodology is unique and at the leading edge of the

technology since:

1) The bound of the full range of rich gas decompression completed the

parametric calculations of crack tip pressure versus wave speed.

2) The assessment of the predictive method that was based on these

calculations proved to be more accurate in predicting propagation

and arrest of ductile fracture in pipeline steel than other alternative

empirical procedures. This assessment can be done in two general

ways: (2.a) For a new design, a minimum acceptable value of the

pipeline steel toughness property can be determined by specifying the

pipe size and the line pressure. (2.b) For an existing pipeline,

calculating the critical pressure that may lead to rupture can prevent

the long propagating fracture.

The failure of the pipeline is usually caused by crack growth. The crack

will reduce the thickness of pipe wall and increase the hoop stress.

Fortunately, before the pipe burst it leaks. This phenomenon is called a

leak before breaks (LBB) and was described by Setz et al (1990)5 when

determining the tolerable flaws of the pressurized components. This
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research established the requirements of the tolerable flaws to meet the

LBB criterion which were; (1) non-significant growth of part-through

cracks; (2) the behavior of the LBB for excessive loading conditions must

be knowledgeable (stable or unstable); (3) the leak can be detected in

time. The investigation demonstrated an example of application of a

fracture mechanics concept for tolerable embedded and surface flaws.

To make the LBB assessment easier Sharpies and Clayton (1990)6 drew

the structural integrity diagram of the pressure-vessel. This diagram is a

plot of crack depth against crack length. They defined three regions for

the structural integrity diagram (see Figure 2.1). Region 1 is for cracks,

which remain below the initiation size and only grow by fatigue through

the wall. Region 2, is for cracks, which undergo combined fatigue and

tearing before breakthrough occurs, but which finally break through by

the same ligament failure as in Region 1. This region can lead to very

extensive stable crack extension. Region 3 is for cracks that may begin

as fatigue cracks, then undergo combined fatigue and tearing, but which

fail by crack instability, causing rapid breakthrough with possible

dynamics effects.

Ligament fails ligament fails
by shear by fracture

crack
depth /
plate
thickness
(a/ t )

Tearing
/ fatigue

region III
unstable

crack length 2c

Figure 2.1. Structural integrity diagram
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These cracks, once they reach the unstable condition, must be

considered as unsafe. For some very long cracks, the time period

between initiation and instability may be very small (due to the rapid

rise in stress intensity factor with depth) and a safety margin on

initiation may be needed in practice. The use of the structural integrity

diagram in Figure 2.1 above requires a model of crack shape

development as a crack grows through the wall of the vessel up to the

stage at which the deepest part of the crack breaks through the wall,

and this is considered for a number of growth mechanisms.

The failure of the pipeline is usually caused by crack growth that

minimizes the fatigue life of the structure. In 1995, Lee and Liebowitz7

made an expert system that allowed the designer to evaluate critical flaw

size in structural components subjected to fatigue loads. Specimen/size,

load amplitude and mean stress and material type could be varied such

that their combined effects could be accounted for in determining the

condition of global instability. This corresponded to the onset of rapid

crack propagation. This expert system would enable engineers to design

more sophisticated components than their previous capability. The

flowchart of the Fracture Analysis Material Evaluation Database

(FAMED) of that system is shown in Figure 2.2. In this flowchart, the

user selects the material type according to the number 1, 2 or 3, then

the mean stress a and stress amplitude ACT is decided from the Roman

numeral between I and III. If the fatigue loads falls outside of I.II.Ill, the

user may obtain three answers and find the answer by interpolation.

With this system one could select the material and change the geometry

design quickly to suit with the design requirements.
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Material

Alumunium 1
Steel 2

Titanium 3

Load
<j= 206 Mpa

}I
Acr= 124 Mpa
cx= 258 Mpa

} 11
Acr= 155 Mpa
cr= 285 Mpa

} HI
Aa= 171 Mpa

F

Specimen

Solid Cylinder A.B.C
Plate D,E,F
Hollow Cylinder G,H,I

V/A = 5.08 cm A.D.G
V/A = 7.62 cm B.E.F
V/A = 10.16cm C.F,1

Flaw

Size a

location o

Code System
Alia
A21a

I
i

F3IIla

FAMED

Output
a,., and Nf

Figure 2.2. Flow chart of FAMED for evaluating critical flaw size and
fatigue life

In the case of sub-sea pipelines a prediction of fatigue life was carried

out during the design of Transmediterranean Pipeline and reported by

Celant et al (1982]8. The fatigue life of this underwater pipeline was not

only affected by the stress level imposed by supports configuration,

pipeline weight, external hydrostatic pressure, weight-pressure-

temperature of the internal fluid but also the cyclic load resulting from

hydro-elastic phenomena of interaction between spanning pipe and sea

bottom current. The design choices have been affected by the results of

this research. From route selection, particularly, they were aiming at the

determination of the intervention works on the sea bottom before pipe

laying, and the possible installation of over-weights or pipe supports in

order to avoid free spans of unacceptable length, to determination the

interval between periodic inspections.

From these reviews it can be noticed that all the prediction methods of

failure of a pipeline are based on fracture mechanics approach. This

approach is well established. However, since a pipeline operates for long
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time, a continuous inspection is needed to warn of any failure under

normal operations. The next section will give some reviews of this topic.

2.2. In-Service Monitoring of Pipelines

The basis of the Integrity Management program is an understanding of

the hazards and risks that a pipeline is exposed to, and the associated

business and safety consequences. Ronsky and Trefanenko (1992)9 on

their paper split the Integrity Management of the pipelines, which is the

process by which pipeline owners ensure the long term, safe and reliable

operation of their systems, into four phases (see table below)

Table 2. 1. Integrity Management Program

PIPELINE _^
ASSESSMENT

Pipeline
Prioritizing

Risk Identification
Procedures Audit

Safety Audit

INSPECTION
MANAGEMENT

Method Assessment
Contract specifications

Vendor Selection
Pipeline Modifications
Inspection Procedures

Field Supervision

Data Verification

DEFECT AND
REPAIR

ASSESSMENT

Data Interpretation
Defect Assessment
Repair Prioritization
Repair Alternatives
Repair Procedures
and Specifications

REHABILITATION
& MAINTENANCE

MANAGEMENT

Field Inspection and
Coordination
Field Services
Specifications

Contract
Contractor Selection

Maintenance
Programs

The integrity management program above highlights the importance of

in-service continuous monitoring techniques for the systems. These

techniques can be divided into three categories. Firstly, the companies

have their maintenance schedules, then monitor the systems based on

the schedule. Secondly, the company installs the equipment that can

record or read the system performance. Data can be in form of strains

or displacements in relation with stresses that occur on the pipeline

wall. That means the companies can monitor the systems in real time.

This will constitute the concept of a smart pipeline. Thirdly, it is a

combination of the two previous categories.
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Since pipeline systems can be located in regions hardly accessible by

humans, such as in the jungle or on the seabed, continuous monitoring of

the pipeline is a seemingly good option. This smart pipeline concept raises

the possibility of remote inspection, which could reduce maintenance costs.

To know how a smart structure concept works a definition of the term is

necessary. The comprehensive survey was carried out by Spillman Jr, W.B

et al (1996)10 in Europe, US and Japan to define smart material and

structures. When the survey was conducted in Europe the respondents

were divided into three groups. The groups were marine engineering, civil

engineering and aerospace engineering. Each group had their own

definition on the smart structure/ material. The marine engineering group

defined the smart structures as " structures, which react in a pre-defined

manner to provide a desired response to their environment either through (1)

inherent material properties or (2) engineered control ". The definition of

smart structure from the civil engineering group is " smart structures

provide some useful tangible benefit to the civil engineer and end user which

is achieved through adaptability, knowledge of known limits and constrains,

compatibility with existing design methodologies and ability to learn". The

last group stated " in smart materials, everything is integrated, while in

smart stnictures, the sensors and actuators are separated ".

The survey in North American resulted in a definition of a smart material

and/or structure as a system that is designed for a specific functional

purpose, and in fulfilling this purpose, it operates at a higher level of

performance than its conventional counterpart. The system senses its

internal state and external environment, and makes decisions and/or

responds based on the data obtained to meet the functional requirements.

Finally, the surveys succeeded to have a formal definition of a smart

structure, which is "a non-biological physical structure having
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the following attributes: (1) a definite purposes; (2) means and imperative

to achieve that purpose; (3) a biological pattern of functioning". The smart

structure concept is shown on the Figure 2.3

structure

sensing

\

actuating

communicatior

f

tmmm

4

Signal processing/
control algorithm/
Power source

Figure 2.3. A smart structure concept

Culshaw (1996]11 has tabulated a range of strain and displacement

sensors that can be used as principal option for structural monitoring.

These sensors are foil (such as the traditional strain gauge),

semiconductor, LVDT, vibrating wire, PZT Film, PZT ceramic, optical

fiber, photogrammetry (see Table 2.2).
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There are reported works, which describe attempts to use passive sensors

to monitor pipelines. Shannon (1973)12 described a monitoring procedure

for thick-walled cylinder in Northern Ireland, U.K. The experiment was

found that a relatively simple technique could be used for monitoring the

extension of the radial crack in the thick-walled cylinder. The reason for

fhis experiment was also to solve the difficulty of the ultrasonic crack

detection in a simple geometry such as thick walled cylinder. In this

detection, the measurements of radial cracks emanating from the bore

surface can be hindered in small diameter cylinders by the curvature of the

outer surface, and for all sizes of vessel, with a ratio of outer to inner

diameters of approximately 2.0 and by the low sensitivity of both normal

and shear waves. In this case, a passive sensor strain gauge was used on

that experiment to read the local changes, which were induced in the

external strain pattern by the presence of the cracks. This strain pattern

was used as a means of sensing the depth of the radial crack. The result

from that experiment was the development of an approximation for stress

and strain in cylinder with internal longitudinal straight-fronted crack.

The other application of using an instrumented pipe was conducted by the

Association of American Railways Laboratories (1964)13. That experiment

was required to provide experimental data for evaluating the problem of

uncased pipeline crossing. The uncased pipeline was supposed to

withstand the loads from both internal pressure and external loads

imposed on the pipe by trucks or railway trains passing over the pipeline.

The experiment was conducted in the engineering laboratories where the

test specimen was made on a length 28 in, OD by 12.75 in and measured

thickness between 0.253 to 0.259 in. The stresses were calculated from

strain-gauge readings and used by engineers to design the crossing. This

paper covered the conversion of the measured strains into stresses and the

analysis of the stresses (for the 12-inch pipe only) in
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relation to (1) internal pressure; (2) external load; (3) location of high

stresses in pipe with regard to point of load application; (4) interactions

between stresses produced by internal pressure and external load; and (5)

effect of cyclic loading.

Some researches of the instrumented structure in underwater environment

also showed encouraging results. The experiment for a cylindrical structure

in underwater environment was performed in Garden Banks 388 in the

Gulf of Mexico and reported by Thrall et al (1995114. The purpose of the

experiment was to obtain information on the riser response to

environmental loads for successful and reliable continued operation. The

monitoring system consisted of two monitoring parts; structural and

environmental. A riser was instrumented with strain gauges, inclinometer,

and accelerometer to monitor its tension, bending, orientation and a

motion. The stress data obtained from the bonded resistance strain gauges

were used to calculate the remaining operational fatigue life.

The successful method for locating a blockage in a marine pipeline was

reported by Rogers (1995)15. That method was based on measuring the

changes of the hoop stress on a blockage area of the pipeline by using

strain sensing. The changes in the hoop strain in the pipe are due to

changes in the internal pressure when the oil blockage occurred. The device

was made to convert radial extension or compression of the pipe into axial

compression or tension respectively of a load cell. By pressurizing the pipe

at position upstream and down stream of the blockage and measuring the

resulting hoop strain, the boundaries of the blockage can be accurately

defined. That device can be installed and recovered by ROV.
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To place strain sensors in a harsh environment is another challenge for a

smart structure concept to be applied. The sensors have to survive in that

environment. Khan and Chen (1982)16 have conducted the potential use of

strain gauges on the hostile environment such as high-pressure water. The

coated strain gauges used on that study were able to withstand 80 MPA

under water pressure. The comparison of the pressure effect was made

between the coated strain gauge in a water environment and uncoated

strain gages in an oil environment of the previously conducted study. This

experimental study found a better technique for protecting the gauge under

harsh environment and new compensating method to account for the

effects of pressure and temperature simultaneously was necessary.

Marshall et al (1983)17 reported long-term exposures of strain sensors

under hostile environment that performed on The Cognag Platform. The

instrumentation system was installed in 1979 and runs to the year 1998.

Some selected braces on 170 feet below sea level of that platform had been

instrumented with strain gauges. One of the instrumented braces also

carried an array of pre-cracked and as-welded fatigue specimens. When

the first two sets of specimens were removed in 1979 and 1981, the

platform had experienced three hurricanes Bob, Frederick and Allen. The

strain gauges were be able to measure the stresses at the time of those

hurricanes. That experiment succeeded in monitoring the health of the

structure. The data from these measurements can therefore be used for

estimating the remaining fatigue life as well as making the platform

maintenance program of the structure.
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Bullwinkle Platform was anotlier platform that was instrumented following

the success of Cognag experiments with more sophisticated data

acquisition system. Swanson and Baxter (1989)18 reported the

instrumentation system on that platform. Two major objectives of the

Bullwinkle instrumentation system were: (1) Monitoring platform response

to measured environmental conditions with particular emphasis on fatigue

and platform maintenance (2) Acquiring data that will lead to a better

understanding of the nature of forces due to combined waves and currents,

particularly in the velocity field near the platform. The data were acquired

with two microwave linked computer systems. The monitoring was done

from on-shore with minimum operator intervention

This section has shown the use of the passive sensors to monitor the

response of a structure under operational load. The durability of these

sensors to withstand a harsh environment has also been reported.

2.3. Concluding Remarks

These reviews in this chapter have shown that the failure prediction of the

pipeline by fracture mechanics concepts is well established. However, this

approach needs knowledge of an initial defect or damage for assessing the

pipe structure. Hence such a monitoring method that can detect and/or

quantify the damage is required.

These reviews have shown monitoring in a pipeline using only passive

sensors. These passive sensors only determine the response of the

structure without the capability of actively monitoring the structure

integrity in with a predetermined input.
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The ability of the passive sensor e.g. strain gauge, that is bonded on the

structure, to be used for a damage assessment in a harsh environmental

condition indicates that degradation of the bond may not be critical.

The review reported in the above showed the importance and the

relevance of on-line monitoring of a pipeline system. In the attempt to

develop an on-line monitoring technique it is proposed that:

• An active system for in-situ monitoring, by using the active element

Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) as sensor/ actuator, incorporated with

the existing passive sensor e.g. strain gauge.

• An algorithm that can be used to detect and assess the damage by

evaluating the structural response data from the sensors (PZT and

strain gauge).

The proposal above can be achieved by firstly establishing the knowledge

of the feasibility of the PZT actuator-sensor and their bonding system

with respect to typical loads on the pipeline. This will be reported in the

next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3. ACTUATOR - SENSOR AND BONDING

SYSTEM DURABILITY

The durability of the actuator-sensor and the durability of the bonding

S3;rstem on a smart structure are critical to the user. Knowledge of these

properties will ensure that the actuator-sensor of the system describes

the true condition of the structure. This is because unbonded or

improper attachment of the actuator-sensor and or an actuator or

sensor degraded due to fatigue can lead to an incorrect assessment of

the criticality of the structure being monitored.

In this chapter, an experimental investigation of the durability of a Lead

Zirconate Titanate (PZT) actuator-sensor and its bonding system is

reported. This chapter consists of four sections. The first section

describes calculation of the load for the experimental work. The second

section describes the experimental method, while the third presents the

results and discussion. The last section highlights the significant

findings of this investigation.

3.1. Load Design for Experimental Investigation

The ultimate application of this proposed technique is to monitor the

condition of pipeline, and hence the PZT has to experienc--; the range of

loads typically experienced by the pipeline. To determine the various

loads that would be applied to the specimens, the feasible maximum

strain in the actual pipeline was calculated. The procedure for the

calculation, which was based on typical pipeline design data, is given

below.
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The design data are:

1. The pipeline will be located on the seabed at a depth of 145m'y.

2. The materials to be used for the pipeline are20:

a) API L X-65 outer diameter 965.2 mm and wall thickness 31.75

mm

b) API L X-80 outer diameter 762 mm and wall thickness 19.05

mm

The mechanical properties of the pipe-steel are given in table 3.121:

Table 3.1. Mechanical properties of API X-65 and X-80

Grade

of

steel

X-65

X-80

(MPa)

Yield

Strength

447

541

(MPa)

Ultimate

Tensile

Stress

596

658

Charpy

Energy

(J/mm2)

0.96

2.01

DWTT

Energy

(J/mm2)

3.55

7.06

Modulus

E (GPa)

200

200

CTOAc (critical

Crack Tip

Opening Angle

8.68

11.13

To minimize the possibility of ductile fracture, the pressure should not

exceed a maximum, which can be calculated using the following

formula4:

Pmax=(2h/D)(CTOAc / C)a (Ep a0
5) / (D/h)E (3.1)

where Pmax has the same units as Youngs' modulus E, D is the diameter

of the pipe, h is the thickness of the pipe , GO is the stress flow or the

average of the yield and ultimate strengths ay and au , and other

constants are provided in table 3.24:

Table 3.2. Constants for calculating the maximum pressure Pmax

Parameter

C

a

P
5

e

Lower Bound

(Methane)

106

0.653

0.492

0.508

0.425

Upper Bound

(Rich Gas)

670

0.551

0.649

0.351

0.535
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Because the pipeline will be on the seabed, the maximum pressure is

reduced by the hydrostatic pressure Phyd of:

Pkyd = PSd (3.2)

where p is the density of seawater, g is the earth constant gravity and d

is the depth of the seabed from the sea surface.

Hence, the corrected maximum pressure is

p = P — P
' mcorr ' max hvd

(3.3)

The maximum hoop stress tfmhoop in a thin cylinder (the ratio R/t is

greater than 10) can be calculated using the following formula2--:

(3.4)mcorr "
mhoop

where R the radius and t the thickness of the pipe.

Hence, the maximum strain cmax can be found by using Hooke's law

~m hoop
(3.5)

where E is the Youngs modulus of the pipe material.

From the calculation that is shown on Appendix B, the maximum strain

that will be experienced by the pipeline is in a range of 1800 to 2700

micro strains.
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3.2. Experimental Investigation

This experimental investigation was carried out to assess the life of the

PZT actuator - sensor and bonding system of the pipeline, which will

experience the load in range of 1800 to 2700 microstrains. Hence,

strains of 1500, 2000, 3000, 4000 micro strains were applied to 4

different specimens in order to establish the durability of the PZT in the

range 1500 to 4000 microstrains. A number of specimens were made

from aluminum bars. Aluminum is used in order to reduce the

magnitude of the loading required to achieve the desired strains. A PZT

T107-A4E-602 patch (the material properties are shown on Appendix A)

and a small aluminum (Al) film with a strain gauge were mounted on

every specimen (see Figure 3.1a and b). For this condition, for the PZT

patch and Al film the strains e must be equal:

zPZT=zAIJUm (3-6)

Using Hookes' law, this equation can be expressed as:

Cl'ZT _ °Alfilm

EpZT ^Alfilm

where a and E are the stress and Young's modulus

Since these materials experience the same force F, applying Pascal's law

leads to the following relationship;

F F

where A is the cross sectional area

So,

'Aljil/n1AljilmE Alfilm = 'l'ZTlPZl'^TZT

where 1 the length and t the thickness of the cross sectional area.
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Figure 3.1a. Aluminum Bars for Sensor-Actuator Degradation

Investigation
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Figure 3.1b. A schematic sensor-actuator degradation test-specimen
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Since the length of both materials is the same, equation (3.6) becomes:
1 AlfilmE Alfilm = tpZTEpZr (3.7)

or
KAlfilm = KPZT (3.7a)

where K is the stiffness of the material.

The equivalence of the stiffness between the PZT patch and the Al film is

very important since it ensures that the patch and film experience the

same condition of any load to the specimen.

The test equipment consisted of a material testing machine MTS 810 (see

Figure 3.2), a dual channel oscilloscope GOS-622G 20 Mhz, a computer

which had the software Testware-SX version 3.1 (see Figure 3.3), a

multiple channel 350 Ohm strain gauge amplifier ME823 with an

adapter, a dual channel strip chart recorder and a bar specimen of

dimensions 300x50x20 mm3 to which a PZT patch and an aluminum

film with a strain gauge were attached. Araldite superstrength glue was

used for bonding the PZT patch and Al film to the aluminum bar while

Micromeasurement M-BOND 2000 strain gauge glue was used for

bonding the strain gauge to the Al film. Figure 3.4 shows this schematic

diagram of experimental set-up.
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Figure 3.2. Material Testing System
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Figure 3.3. Control System of MTS
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MTS control panel
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Amplifier
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Figure 3.4. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up

Strains of 1500, 2000, 3000, 4000 micro strains were applied to 4

different specimens in order to establish the durability of the PZT in the

range 1500 to 4000 microstrains. The loads that were experienced by the

specimens were calculated by using Hooke's law and Pascal's stress law.

These calculations were also to ensure that the stress value was below

the yield stress ay of the specimens to avoid breaking the specimen in

one execution of load.

A dynamic load, which was based on these calculated strains and

stresses, was applied to the specimen by the MTS 810. The MTS

machine produced continuously cyclic load until the specimen was

broken or the response signal from the PZT patch and/or the Al film

became irregular. The load was inputted and controlled by software

Testware - SX version 3.1 in the computer.
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The structural response of the film was measured by the strain gauge

and the PZT patch. The measurements from the strain gauge were sent

to the strain gauge adapter, which was a Wheatstones bridge circuit.

This circuit was designed to detect the change in the resistance of the

gauge5. To amplify the signal an excitation voltage was added by the

strain gauge amplifier. Two-channel output was selected from the

amplifier with one channel connected to the oscilloscope to ensure that

the measured strain was matched with the calculated strain. The voltage

response signal from the amplifier, which was displayed on the

oscilloscope, was calculated by the following formula:

V= 1/4 x Excitation Voltage x Gauge Factor x gain x strain (3.10)

where the excitation voltage was chosen to be 10 V, the gauge factor was

3.28, which was specified by the manufacturer, the gain was chosen to

be 30 and the strain was the calculated strain.

Another channel from the strain gauge amplifier was connected to the

strip chart recorder. The structural response, which was experienced by

the PZT patch, was directly sent to another channel of the strip chart

recorder. The recorder plotted the response signal voltage of the PZT and

strain gauge as a function of a number of cycles of load.

3.3. Result and Discussion

The results from this experimental investigation are shown in Figure 3.5.

This figure represents the number of cycles N in x-axis versus the

normalized voltages in y- axis that produced by the PZT patch under

different strain loads.
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degradation chart of PZT under different loads
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Figure 3.5. Degradation chart of PZT under loads of 1500, 2000, 3000,

4000 microstrains

It can be seen from the Figure 3.5 that at 3000 and 4000 microstrains

the voltage decreases with the increasing of number of cycles. At 4000

microstrains, the PZT patch does not generate any voltage after 100000

cycles. At 3000 microstrains, the voltage that is generated by the PZT

decrease at slower rate than the 4000 microstrains. Stable condition

appears to be found at 1500 and 2000 microstrains. Based on these

findings, all the experimental work in this thesis was conducted below

2000 microstrains. It is recommended not to use the PZT T107-A4E-602

patch for load above 3000 microstrains.
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Figure 3.6. Strain gauge reading on different strain loads

The results from the strain gauges are shown in Figure 3.6. The constant

strains recorded as a function of the number of cycles performed by the

specimens showed that the bonding system has not degraded. This

infers that the voltage reduction that was produced by a PZT patch at a

pardcular strain load is purely due to the degradation of the PZT

material after certain number of the cycles. Based on these results the

bonding system i.e. Araldite superstrength glue will be used to bond

PZTs on future test specimens and the Micromeasurement M-BOND

2000 strain gauge glue was used for bonding the strain gauge onto test

specimens.
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3.4. Concluding Remarks

This experimental investigation demonstrated the feasibility of the PZT

actuator-sensor and their bonding system with respect to typical loads

on the pipeline. In this investigation the findings reported are applied to

PZT T107-A4E-602 patch at ambient condition. In general, the results of

this part of the research can be used as a reference to discriminate

structural damage from sensor degradation at a particular strain load

after a certain number of cycles. Based on the findings the PZT will be

used on this research to detect damage in a structural component. The

numerical investigation of this damage detection using the PZT will be

conducted in next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE

DETECTION OF A FLAW IN THE SYSTEM

The results from Chapter 3 show that PZT material can be used on the

proposed pipeline as the actuator-sensor pair. In this chapter, the use of

PZT actuator-sensor pair for damage detection in a structure is

simulated numerically. This approach examines the possibility of using

an array of piezoelectric transducers attached to the structure for both

actuation and sensing. To help in this development work, this research

will initially focus on thin-walled pipeline system. Here, the piezoelectric

actuators can be used to generate the elastic-waves on the test material

i.e. plate. An array of piezoelectric actuators will be used to provide a

broadband excitation across the desired frequency range to the

structure. Another array of sensors in front of the actuator array will

detect the structural response resulting from the broadband input. In

this thesis the Active Damage Interrogation (ADI) method which was

developed by Lichtenwalner et al (1997)23 for detecting delamination in a

composite material will be extended for the detection of a crack in an

aluminum plate.

The first section of this chapter presents the transfer function (TF)

method. Then, the numerical modeling for detecting a crack in an

aluminum plate will be presented in the second section. The results from

these investigations will be presented and discussed.

4.1. Transfer Function Method

This section describes the basic equations and underlying assumptions

that are used in both the numerical and experimental work to calculate

the Transfer Function. When the mounted PZT patch is actuated using

an electrical field, it produces strain. This strain is also experienced by
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the host structure.. The in-plane actuation or sensing strain z of the PZT

is proportional to the mechanical and electrical coupling coefficient d3i of

the ceramic and an applied electric field V, from Crawley et al (1991)24 it

can be expressed as:

(4.1)

If the bonding layers are thin and stiff, the strain of the PZT patch acting

as an actuator is equal to the strain of the corresponding area of the

plate below. This is also true for the patch that acts as a sensor. This

situation in Crawley et al (1987)25 is called a perfectly bonded actuator or

sensor . The strain equation can then be written as:

Spzt = ^structure (̂ •• )̂

The PZT patch has three directional motions. Since the PZT patch that is

used in this investigation is thin, the motion through the thickness

direction is insignificant compared to the others and can be ignored.

Hence, from Ha et al (1992)26 the relationship of the strain-displacement

for small deformation and pure extension is:

e = AL / L (4.3)

where AL and L are an induced length and a length of PZT patch under

force or voltage excitation

On any actuator-sensor pair, a broadband input voltage is applied to the

actuator and the sensor detects the structural response to this input.

The Transfer Function (TF) between the pair is then computed using

equation (4.4):

V,
TF = — & - (4.4)

kact
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where Vks is a vibration spectrum from the sensor and Vkacl is a

vibration spectrum from the actuator

The vibration spectrum V is defined as:

where co is a frequency, 0k is a phase angle and Ak is an amplitude

In the experimental investigation, this vibration spectrum is measured

with a frequency analyser. In the numerical investigation, the TF can be

calculated using equation (4.1) to (4.4). The main purpose of this study

is to determine if the TF obtained by equation (4.4) can be used to

monitor the development of a crack on a structure.

In the numerical investigation, a thin aluminium plate, which was

clamped on the shorter edges, was selected. The plate, which is shown in

Figure 4.1a, has a dimension of 200 x 400 x 2 mm3- The arrays of

actuators and sensors, denoted as rows of A, B and C, were bonded on

the surface of the plate. The detailed configuration of the actuator-sensor

pairs is shown in Figure 4.1b. The Transfer Function was measured from

each actuator-sensor pair. Actuator-sensor pairs were combined in two

ways to produce the transfer function: (a) A direct-TF measurement i.e.

AnBn, BnCn (n =1... 11), (b) A cross-TF measurement i.e. AnBn+1,

An+lBn (n =1... 10). In the AnBn, AnBn + 1, An+lBn combinations, row A

was an array of sensors while row B was an array of actuators. In BnCn

combinations, row B was an array of sensors while row C was an array

of actuators. Three-damage conditions in the structure, damage 1 (with a

10mm crack), damage2 (with a 20mm crack) and damage3 (with a 30mm

crack) were used in order to identify changes in the TF for each damage

state. A no-damage (no-crack) case was also considered.
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Figure 4.1a. A thin aluminium plate clamped on the 2 shorter edges
with distributed PZT actuator and sensors
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Figure 4.1b. Detailed Configuration of the Actuator-Sensor Pairs
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The placement of distributed PZT patches in the configuration shown in

Figure 4.1a and 4.1b was designed to answer these following questions:

1) Can the crack be predicted when it is located between rows A and B?

2) How sensitive are the rows B and C to the occurrence of a crack in

between rows A and B?

3) Can the crack tip location be approximately determined?

Figure 4.1a and 4.1b show that the array of sensors-actuators consists

of 3 rows (A, B and C) and 11 columns (1 ... 11). Figure 4.2 shows a

schematic mechanical model of the system

Figure 4.2. A schematic mechanical model of the system

The motion equation of the system above can be written as27

WJ, 0 0

0 w 2 0

0 0 /»
x\

(c,+c2)(-c2) (-c3)

3) (-c4)

(-c3) (-c4)

A",
•(k,+*2)(-k2) (-k,)

(-kj (-k4)

(-k3) (-k4) (k3+kA)

x2u.=
fc
fs

/ A

(4.6)

It must be emphasised at this stage that the work presented in this

thesis will focus on the use of the change in the stiffness k of the

structure to provide an indication of the presence of a crack. In this

respect the work presented will focus on the "stiffness-based" approach

and will focus on the analysis of the part of the spectrum that is not

dominated by resonance.
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In Equation (4.6), if the actuation is on fB and the response is measured

by fA, then by applying equation (4.4) we can find the transfer function of

AB. When the local damping c3 and stiffness k3 change because the

crack is located between B and A, these terms can contribute

significantly and can affect the TF calculation. However, when we excite

the body C (i.e. fc) and sense the response on body B (i.e. fB), the

contribution of stiffness k3 to the overall response will be investigated.

This will allow determining if the damage, which is located between A

and B, can be detected by monitoring the response of B when C is

excited.

4.2. Finite Element (FE) Modelling of the Structure

In this investigation a plate model was discretised into 1122 eight-node

shell elements. A finite element model of the plate was made for every

condition of testing (i.e. non-damage, and damage with a crack 10mm,

20mm, and 30mm). Figure 4.3 schematically shows how the crack was

simulated on the plate. The material properties of the plate and PZT that

was used in this FE model are shown in Table 4.1. It is important to take

these material properties into consideration especially at the location

where the PZT patches were attached. At that location, for every PZT

patch the following relationship between the forces must be satisfied:

Ftot = FPZT + FAI (4.7)

where Ftot is the total force from the PZT patches and aluminium plate

underneath it. From Pascal's' stress law,

(aA)tot = (aA)pZT +(crA)Al (4.7a)

where a and A are the stress and the area.
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Figure 4.3. Schematic of test plate arrangement (this is not an FE mesh)

Table 4.1. The Material Properties of the Al plate and PZT28 29.30

Material

Aluminium

PZT - 5A

Young's

modulus(GPA)

68.5

52

Density

(kg m-3)

2695

7800

Poisson's ratio

0.33

0.33
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By applying the stress-strain relationship (Hooke's law) equation (4.7a)

becomes:

(eEA)tot= (CEA)PZT + (eEA)Al (4.7b)

where e means the strain and E means Young's' modulus.

From equation (4.2) and because the length of the stress working area of

the PZT patch is equal to the length of the plate attached underneath,

the following relationship holds:

Etot =((Et) PZT + (Et) Al)/ ttot (4.8)

where t is the thickness.

Using a similar approach to the volume of the PZT and Al the

relationship below is obtained:

ptot=((pt)pzT+ (pt)Ai)/ ttot (4.9)

where ttot is (tPZT
 + ^Jand p is the density

These combined material properties i.e. Equation (4.8) and (4. 9) were

used on the elements where the PZT patches were placed. In these

regions the dimensions of an element were equal to the size of a PZT

patch. The nodes on that element were selected to be excited or

calculated when the element acted as an actuator or a sensor. The

magnitude of the force was 10 Newton in a range of 250 to 100000 Hz.

All calculations of a FE model including mesh generation were done at a

SGI workstation. The TF calculations were performed in a P.C with

results obtained from the finite element analysis.

4.3. Numerical Simulation Results and Discussions

The results of this investigation are presented in two subsections. First,

it presents and discusses the results from the transfer function method.

Second, it shows the results and the discussion of using the R-curve
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method (to be defined later), which is similar to Lichtenwalner's work

(1997).

4.3.1. Transfer Function (TF) Results

The number of pairs to be analysed in the numerical simulation was

reduced because of symmetry. For the purpose of this investigation the

pairs AnBn, BnCn (n=1...6), and the cross pairs AnBn+1 (n=1...5),

under the three damage conditions (with 10mm, 20mm and 30mm

crack) including a no damage condition are presented below. All TF

results that are presented here consist of the amplitude and phase

differences for all the damage conditions.

Analysis of the TF of AnBn pairs

The amplitude and phase angles of the TF for the pair A1B1 are

presented in Figure 4.4a and 4.4b. The results for all damage conditions

are similar. This is because they are located far away from the crack

region. The similarity of the TF results for every damage condition

appears also on pairs A2B2 and A3B3 in Figure 4.5a&b and 4.6a&b.

These indicate that the crack is still located relatively far away from

these A2B2 and A3B3 pairs.

Figure 4.7a and 4.7b show the results obtained when sensor-actuator

pair A4B4 was used. These results show that the TF began to shift to the

left for the case with a 20mm crack. The 30mm crack presented a more

distinct shift. This can be explained by the fact that when the crack

approaches the sensor-actuator pair, the reduction in the stiffness

resulted in a decrease in the natural frequency of the system.

Figure 4.8a and 4.8b showed the results obtained for the sensor-

actuator pair A5B5, the existence of a 10mm crack resulted in shifting of
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the peak response from approximately 63 kHz to 60 kHz. A further

increase in crack length (i.e. 20mm) resulted in a further reduction in

the frequency of the peak response of the system (i.e. to approximately

50 kHz). At this crack length, a new peak in the frequency response

(approximately 90 kHz) was introduced due to the reduction in systems

stiffness. The frequency of this newly introduced mode was further

reduced when the crack was further increased to 30mm.

In Figure 4.9a and 4.9b, shows the TF of the pair A6B6. At a 10mm

crack the shift began to occur from the frequency region between

approximately 70 kHz and 75 kHz to 58 kHz and 65 kHz, and a new

peak was introduced into the frequency region between 90 kHz and 100

kHz. This is similar to those seen in Figure 4.8a and 4.8b. At the 20mm

crack the new mode shifts from the frequency region between

approximately 90 kHz and 100KHz to 80 kHz and 90 kHz, and the old

modes were shifted to the frequency region approximately between

42KHz and 48 kHz. When the crack was increased to 30mm the higher

mode shifted only a little, and the previous mode for 20mm continues to

move down the frequency region to approximately between 35 kHz and

40 kHz. This insignificant shift in the higher mode with the larger crack

length is due to the fact that stiffness in the structure between the

sensor-actuator pair is not further reduced by an}' further increase in

the crack length.

Summary for AnBn pairs TF results

From these results above, it is clear that the sensor actuator pair A6B6

that is close to the area of the damage can be used for detection of the

damage (i.e. the 10mm crack). When the damage has propagated (i.e.

grown to 20 and 30mm cracks) the detection can be successfully done

not only by the pair A6B6 but by the pair A4B4 and A5B5 as well.
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Analysis of the TF of BnCn Pairs

The amplitudes and phase angles of the TF for the pair B1C1 that are

under all damage conditions are presented in Figure 4.10a and 4.10b

respectively. Since this pair is far away from the crack there is no shift

occurring for every condition of the damage. The similarity of the TF

results for every damage condition appears also on pairs B2C2 and

B3C3 in Figure 4.11a&b and 4.12a&b. These indicate that the crack is

still located relatively far away from these B2C2 and B3C3 pairs.

The TF for the pair B4C4 that are presented in Figure 4.12a and 4.12b

do not change much for all damage conditions except for the 30mm

crack case. Here, with the peak response shifting occurs from the

frequency region between approximately 60 kHz and 65 kHz to 55 kHz

and 60 kHz. This situation shows that the pair B4C4 is less sensitive

than the pair A4B4 where the shift began at 20mm crack.

In Figure 4.13a and 4.13b, the TF for the pair B5C5 showed that at the

20mm crack the TF began to change. This situation shows also that this

pair B5C5 is less sensitive than the pair A5B5. Interestingly the shift

moved to the higher frequency region from the frequency region between

approximately 70kHz to 72 kHz. At the 30mm crack the shift again

moved to the higher frequency from the frequency region 65KHz to 67

kHz and 72 kHz to 75Khz. This different behaviour of the modal

response may due to the fact that the crack has grown large and passed

the fifth column of the sensor-actuator pair (i.e. B5C5). When the crack

has developed past B5C5, (see Figure 4.1b), the local dynamics of the

plate may have changed due to a change in the boundary condition. In

this situation, the region ahead of B5C5 where the crack is located is

now stress free.
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Figure 4.15a and 4.15b show the results obtained for the sensor-

actuator pair B6C6. These results show the peaks of the three damage

conditions i.e. 10mm, 20mm, 30mm move to the same higher frequency

region from between approximately 75KHz and 78KHz to 80KHz and

90Khz. This situation is similar to the pair B5C5 where the crack has

grown large and passed the sixth column of sensor-actuator pairs.

Summary for BnCn pairs TF results

The overall finding of this section is similar to that obtained from the

sensor-actuator pairs of AnBn. It appears that the BnCn pair can also be

used to detect the presence of the crack. This appears to address the

question posed earlier in this chapter. The responses of the TF obtained

for the BnCn are quite different from the AnBn pairs. Whilst the

"resonant." frequency for the AnBn pairs was reported to decrease with

increasing damage size due to a i eduction in the system stiffness

between A and B, the "resonant" frequency of the BnCn pairs was found

to increase with increasing damage sizes. The difference in the TF

response allows one to infer that the crack must be located between

rows A and B.
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Figure 4.11b. TF Phase Angle of B2C2
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Figure 4.13b. TF Phase Angle of B4C4
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Analysis of the TF of Cross-Pair AnBn+1

••-S3m

- f *

The amplitudes and phase angles of the TF for the pair A1B2 that are

under all damage conditions including the no damage condition are

presented in Figure 4.16a and 4.16b respectively. Since this pair is far

away from the crack there is no shift occurring for every condition of the

damage. Similar TF results for every damage condition appears also on

pairs A2B3 and A3B4 in Figure 4.17a&b and 4.18a&b. These indicate

that the crack is still located relatively far away from these A2B3 and

A3B4 pairs.

The TF for the sensor-actuator pair A4B5 that are presented in Figure

4.19a and 4.19b show at the 30mm crack a shift occurred from the

frequency region approximately 88 kHz to 86 kHz. The shift occurrence

at this 30mm crack indicates that the crack tip is approximately located

between this A4B5 pair (see Figure 4.1b). In Figure 4.20a and 4.20b, the

TF for the pair A5B6 shows that at the 20mm crack a distinct shift of the

peak occurs from the frequency region approximately 95 kHz to 88 kHz.

At the 30mm crack the shift is more distinct from the frequency region

approximately 88KHz to 84 kHz.

Summary for Cross-pair AnBn+1 TF results

The results from this cross-pair showed the 30mm crack tip could be

approximately located by looking at the shift, which occurred first on

pair A4B5. However, in case of early damage (10mm crack), the A5B6

pair is not be able to detect the shift. This may be due to the change of

local stiffness between this pair has not been detected by this pair. The

detection of the shift at 20mm crack by the A5B6 but not by the A4B5

pair indicates that the 20mm crack tip is approximately located in front

of A5B6 pair and has not passed this pair.
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Figure 4.18b. TF Phase Angle of A3B4
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Figure 4.19a. TF Amplitude of A4B5
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Summary of Transfer Function Results

The above results based on a shift of frequency response can be

summarized as follows:

• Equation (4.6) proposed to model the crack in the structure shows a shift

on the natural frequencies due to the reduction of the local stiffness

resulting from the crack. This is verified by the results presented.

• The results presented showed that it is possible to determine the

presence of a crack by the shift of the modal frequency when the crack

occurs between the sensor and the actuator.

• This work also proposes to use a series of sensor-actuator configuration

to confirm the existence of the crack.

• These results also show that the investigation has to be conducted at a

sufficiently high frequency range (i.e. up to 100KHz) to allow for the

tracking of the reduction of the frequency in the higher modes.

• However, a major disadvantage of this technique is the reliance on the

peaks on the frequency spectrum for the damage detection. It is likely

that the spectrum obtained on any experiment in practice to exhibit

noise in the spectrum. To address this concern we wish to introduce the

concept of the R-curve (this is similar to the concept reported by

Lichtenwalner et al (1997)).

4.3.2. R-Curve Results

In the numerical results above the peaks in the TF were easily identified.

And the movement of these peaks was also easy to track. However, in the

experimental results it is unlikely that the signal produced will be as clear

as the numerical results (see Figure 4.21). This vibration spectrum is often

"noisy" which can make it difficult to use the frequency response
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function to analyse any change in the signal pattern. To overcome this

problem, the concept of the R-curve is introduced. This is similar to the

technique proposed by Lichtenwalner et.al (1997)23-

Transfer Final cm Ampt tde
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0001

Q J *^

80O00 90000 100000

Figure 4.21. Typical Experimental Transfer Function Amplitude

Lichtenwalner and his co-workers proposed a concept of damage

detection based on the integral of the transfer function over a given

range of frequency. Here, this integral is defined as R. This area R under

the TF frequency spectrum in a certain frequency range fo and fn is

calculated by this following formula:

R = J ATFdf
/o

where ATF is the amplitude of the TF frequency spectrum

[4.10]

This R-Curve method (equation 4.10) was applied to the numerical

results that were discussed above. The results are in the form of a
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comparison of the area under the TF frequency spectrum for all the

\ damage conditions, no damage, and 10mm, 20mm, 30mm cracks.

i j ;

V Analysis of the R-Curve of AnBn Pairs

Figure 4.22 and 4.23 shows the R- value in equation [4.10] of the TF-

data for the pair A1B1 and A2B2 for every damage condition. The results
r

I show that there are no significant changes in the R-value for the various

; damage conditions. This is because the crack is located far away from

these pairs. The R-values for every damage condition appear unchanged

on pairs A3B3 in Figure 4.24, except for 30mm crack case. It appears

s that the A3B3 pair starts to sense the damage. This indicates that the

30mm crack is located relatively close to this A3B3 pair. In Figure 4.25,

<: it presents results obtained from the pair A4B4 for every damage

I r condition. For the 20, 30 mm crack case (see Figure 4.1.b), as the crack
i
! x! has developed closer to the pair A4B4, the area under the frequency

spectrum appears to decrease with increasing crack lengths.

The results showed in Figure 4.26 for A5B5 are particularly interesting.

I t Here it is observed that the R-value decreases appropriately with

f ' increasing crack size over a frequency range up to 20KHz. At a frequency
[ \> approximately 20kHz the change in gradient in the R-value appears to

affect the results. It appears that this is in the vicinity of the first

I dominant mode of the natural frequency of the plate. Since an increase

in the crack size will result in the decrease in the natural frequency, this

reduction seems to have affected the overall characteristics of the R-

values. Base on this finding, it can be hypothesised that a limiting factor

of the proposed R-value technique is that the frequency band to be

analysed should not include the first dominant natural frequency.
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n

f

Figure 4.26 showed also that as the 10mm crack grows towards the pair

A5B5 (See Figure 4.1b) the R-value starts to change. As the crack

increases and develops pass the pair A5B5, for 20 and 30 mm length

(see Figure 4.1b), the area under the frequency spectrum appears to

decrease with further increase in crack length. It can be noticed that

from the reduction in R-value the pair A5B5 is more sensitive to the

presence of the damage than pair A4B4. Figure 4.27 shows the results

obtained from the sensor-actuator pair A6B6. Note that at 10mm crack

the R-Value decrease significantly. It is interesting to note that as the

crack pass the pair A6B6 in length of 20 and 30mm the R-curve starts to

behave differently. This situation may indicate the crack is large and has

passed the particular sensor-actuator pair. As discussed in the previous

section the larger crack sizes i.e. 208530mm have lead to a change in the

dynamics of the local response as recorded by pair A6B6.
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Figure 4.22. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the

pair A1B1 for every damage condition
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Figure 4.24. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the

pair A3B3 for every damage condition
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Figure 4.25. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the
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Figure 4.26. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the
pair A5B5 for every damage condition
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Figure 4.27, TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the
pair A6B6 for every damage condition

Analysis of the R-Curve of BnCn Pairs

Figure 4.28 shows the R-values of the pair B1C1 for every damage

condition. The area of the pair does not change for all damage

conditions. This is because the crack is located far away from the pair.

The no-change of the R-values for every damage condition appears also

on pairs B2C2 and B3C3 in Figure 4.29 and 4.30. These indicate that

the crack is still located relatively far away from these B2C2 and B3C3

pairs.

However, unlike the pair A4B4, in Figure 4.31, the R-values of the pair

B4C4 also does not change for every damage condition, in this case it

appears the pair B4C4 is less sensitive to the existence of a crack than

A4B4. This can be explained by equation [4.6]. This can also be used to

indicate that the damage is located in between rows A and B.
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In Figure 4.32, the R-values of the pair B5C5 for every damage condition

shows that the R-values starts to decrease for the 20mm crack and has

significant reduction for the 30mm crack (i.e. when the crack passes the

pair B5C5). Figure 4.33 presents R-value of the pair B6C6 that

decreases with increasing damage conditions.
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Figure 4.28. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the
pair B1C1 for every damage condition
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Figure 4.29. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the
pair B2C2 for every damage condition
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Figure 4.30. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the
pair B3C3 for every damage condition
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Figure 4.31. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the

pair B4C4 for every damage condition
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Figure 4.32. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the
pair B5C5 for every damage condition
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Figure 4.33. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the

pair B6C6 for every damage condition

Sensitivity analysis for AnBn pairs combined with BnCn pairs

The sensitivity of the results from AnBn and BnCn to the various

damage conditions is now analysed. The results of percentage reduction

of R-value from the no-damage condition up to 20 kHz for these sensor-

actuator combinations AnBn and BnCn are shown in Table 4.2. The

results for A IB 1, A2B2, B1C1 and B2C2 showed that the reduction of

the R-value from the no-damage condition is insignificant (less than 1

percent).



5
3

Pairs
Cracks
10mm
20mm
30mm

Table 4.2.

A1B1

0.0515
0.1947
0.5886

B1C1

0.0222
0.047
0.0234

Percentage of reduction of

A2B2

G.0825
0.3798
1.0316

B2C2

0.0059
0.0228
0.0096

A3B3

0.1231
1.0312
3.5057

R-value from no-damage condition using a direct-TF

B3C3

-0.0113
-0.1376
-0.7869

A4B4

0.94152
6.15762
15.2957

B4C4

0.06356
0.63497
1.62948

A5B5

1.0991
3.31401
9.40373

B5C5

0.76145
4.64259
13.9484

A6B6

17.2364
0.55677
5.69977

B6C6

14.3943
21.3966
27.793

3
to
Co

3
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Looking at the results in Table 4.2, the following can be observed:

• The reduction of R-value of the sensor-actuator pair AnBn has a low

value except when the crack appeared in front of the pair. For the

case of a 10mm crack, the reduction in R-value was observed at pair

A6B6 and B6C6.

• For the case of 20mm crack, this crack is located in front of A5B5

(see Figure 4.1b). Looking at the results, a reduction in the R-value

was observed for A4B4 and A5B5. Looking at the R-value for BnCn

pairs, it was found that B5C5 and B6C6 experienced a reduction.

Here it can be said that the crack spans from the 6th pair of sensor-

actuator to the 5 th pair of sensor-actuator. This inference is made due

to the fact that a reduction in the R-value of A5B5, B5C5, A6B6 and

B6C6 were observed. The small reduction in B5C5 and A5B5 infer

that the crack has not completely crossed the 5th column of the

sensor-actuator pair.

• For the 30mm crack case (see Figure 4.1b), the R-value for A4B4 and

A3B3 was reduced. It is interesting to notice that the R-value for

A4B4 reduced dramatically compared to the A3B3 with B3C3 and

B4C4 are still relatively unchanged. The R-values for B5C5 and B6C6

has also reduced dramatically. These results imply that the crack

now spans across the 5th and 6th pair of sensor-actuator and the

crack tip is approaching the 4th pair. The large reduction in A4B4

implies that the crack is approaching the 4th column of sensor-

actuator. However, the insignificant reduction in B4C4 implies that

the crack has not developed pass the 4th column of sensor-actuator.

Based on the findings described above, it infers that:

• The pair of sensor- actuator, which encompasses the crack (i.e. AnBn),

will show a reduction in the R-value prior to the BnCn pairs. This can
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be used to indicate across which row of sensor-actuator the crack

appears (i.e. between A and B or B and C).

It is important also to note that the above results infer that the BnCn

are also an important part of the monitoring procedure. The R-values

of the BnCn pairs can be used to indicate the extent of the crack.

This is because a large R-value reduction is obtained when the crack

face spans across a BnCn pair.

Analysis of the R-Curve of AnBn+1 cross-pairs

In this section of work, the cross-TF will be used to confirm the location

of the crack inferred in the previous section. Figure 4.34 shows the R-

values of the pair A1B2 for every damage condition. The R -value of the

pair does not change for the five damage conditions. This is because the

crack is far away from the pair. The relatively unchanged R-values

continued for the pair A2B3 and A3B4 in Figure 4.35 and 4.36. This is

because these A2B3 and A3B4 pairs are located relatively far from the

damage location.

Figure 4.37 presents the R-values of the pair A4B5 for every damage

condition. In general for all damage conditions, the R-value does not

change except for the 30mm crack where the area is significantly

decreased. Since the crack tip of this damage condition approximately

lies between the pair A4B5 (see Figure 4.1b), this pair may be used to

give an indication of the crack tip location. In Figure 4.38, for all damage

conditions, the area under the frequency spectrum is significantly

reduced compared to the no-damage condition. The crack tip of the

10mm crack can be detected by the pair A5B6 since the R-curve started

to decrease significantly at that particular crack and the crack tip of this

damage condition approximately lies between this pair (see Figure 4.1b).
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Figure 4.34. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the

pair A1B2 for every damage condition

A2B3
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Freq uency(H*)

Figure 4.35. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the

pair A2B3 for every damage condition
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1 A3B4
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Figure 4.36. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the

pair A3B4 for every damage condition
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Figure 4.37. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the

pair A4B5 for every damage condition
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Figure 4.38. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the
pair A5B6 for every damage condition

These sets of results show that a decrease in the R-value of the cross-TF

was observed when the crack tip is located between the sensor-actuator

pair. To help in the interpretation of these results the reduction in the R-

value up to 20 kHz for the situation described above are tabulated in

Table 4.3.

Table 4.3. Percentage of reduction of R-value from no-damage condition using a

cross-TF

Pairs
Cracks
10mm
20mm
30mm

A1B2

0.9122
0.6465
0.5583

A2B3

0.1714
0.8587
2.5136

A3B4

0.6479
1.1490
2.7983

A4B5

1.4253
2.7893

40.2807

A5B6

30.043
33.8128
37.931

The results from the cross-TF presented in Table 4.3 showed that:

• A significant reduction in the R-va)ue occurs for the pairs A4B5 for

the 30mm crack case. This shows that its crack tip is located between

the sensor A4 and the actuator B5. (see Figure 4.1b)
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• Another significant reduction also occuis for the pairs A5B6 that allows

for the detection of a 10mm crack. This implies that its crack is located

in the vicinity of sensor A5 and actuator B6.

Therefore, these cross-TF results in Table 4.3 together with the results from

direct-TF shown in Table 4.2 can be used to predict the location of the

crack.

4.4. Concluding Remarks

"i Findings from this numerical investigation can be summarised as follows:

The application of the array sensor-actuator can be used satisfactorily to

locate the damage and to monitor the growth of the damage.

The modal response can be used to determine the presence of a crack by

the shift of the modal frequency when the crack occurs between the

sensor and the actuator.

However, the investigation has to be conducted at a sufficiently high

frequency domain (i.e. up to 100KHz) to allow for the tracking of the

reduction of the frequency in the higher modes.

To address the concern of "noisy " spectrum the concept of the R-curve

was introduced. This R-curve is obtained by integrating the TF response

in the lower range frequency. This analysis should be performed prior to

the appearance of the first dominant mode of the frequency response of

the structure.

Based on the R-curve results an array sensor-actuator can be used to

detect and locate the damage. This should be augmented or confimied by

another set of data generated from the sensor-actuator pairs located

away from the damage (as in BnCn). The sensitivity
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analysis of the rows of sensors-actuators can be used to estimate the

location of the damage/crack.

The location of the crack tip can be approximated using the method

described above. The cross-TF of sensor-actuator is conducted

between the rows where the crack is located. The approximate

location of the crack tip can be confirmed by examining the reduction

of R-Curve in a particular cross-pair and comparing it with the

neighboring cross-pairs.

The above findings from the R-curve concept above need to be validated

experimentally. The next chapter will present an experimental

investigation to validate the results from this numerical work.
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CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF
THE DETECTION OF A FLAW IN THE SYSTEM

The numerical simulation results from Chapter 4 show how an array of

sensors-actuators can be used to detect and to approximately localise

damage in a metallic structure. These findings need to be validated. A

series of experimental work is reported in this chapter to confirm the

findings from the numerical investigation.

The first section of this chapter presents experimental results from a series

of experiments conducted with a clamped plate with the artificial crack

growth (i.e. saw cut). This is followed by a set of experiment with a clamped

plate where a centre crack is grown by a fatigue.

5. 1. Experimental Investigation of the Clamped Plate with the

Artificial Crack Growth

In this experimental work, the test equipment consisted of a signal

generator (SG) Hewlett-Packard 33120A, a dual channel oscilloscope

HAMEG HM 305, a frequency analyser AND AD-3525 and a plate specimen

to which the PZT patches were attached. Three rows A, B, C of 5x5 mm2 of

PZT patch were mounted on the plate (shown in Figure 4.1a). The distance

between row A and B was 10 mm with the crack laid exactly in the middle

of the rows. No crack was made between row B and C where the distance

between them was 5 mm. Multiple switches were installed into the test

plate to help the connections between sensors and actuators to the

frequency analyser. The plate specimen is shown in Figure 5.1a.
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Cables to switches

ultiple
witches

Figure 5.1a. The specimen for Transfer Function Investigation

5 x 5 mm2 PZT patch

4 I i

5mm

Figure 5.1b. Detailed Configuration of the Actuator-Sensor Pairs
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Figure 5.1a shows a thin aluminium plate that is 200 x 400 x 2 mm3,

which is clamped on the shorter edges. The arrays of actuators and sensors

are bonded on the surface of the plate. The detailed configuration of the

actuator - sensor pairs is shown in Figure 5.1b.

The transfer function is measured from each actuator-sensor pair. As in the

numerical investigation, the actuator-sensor pairs can be combined in two

ways to produce the transfer function. The first is a direct-TF measurement

i.e. AnBn, BnCn (n =1... 11). The second is a cross-TF measurement i.e.

AnBn+1 (n =1... 10). In the AnBn, AnBn+1 combinations, row A is an array

of sensors where the responses were measured while row B is an array of

actuators where the actuating signals were inputted. However, in BnCn

combinations, row B is an array of sensors while row C is an array of

actuators. Three different damage conditions in the structure were made.

First, the plate had only a small hole in the centre of the plate (diameter

0.5mm). This condition was classified as "no-damage". Then, a saw cut was

made on either side of the hole to simulate crack of a specific length (see

Figure 5.1b). The TF measurement was calculated for every condition of the

plate i.e. no-damage, damage 1 (10mm crack), damage2 (20mm crack), and

damage3 (30mm crack) in order to verify the R-value concept presented in

the previous chapter.

A 10V peak to peak broadband Gaussian31 white noise in a range of 250 to

100000HZ was supplied by the signal generator to excite the PZT actuator.

Before the test was conducted all PZT actuators-sensors were tested by

measuring their capacitances and their response to a given input voltage.

The experimental set up is shown in Figure 5.2a and 5.2b.
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oscilloscope
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82

Figure 5.2a. The specimen - Oscilloscope - Signal generator set-up

Signal Generator

Figure 5.2b. A Schematic diagram of the Signal generator - oscilloscope
specimen set-up
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The frequency analyser measured the transfer function of each actuator-

sensor pair to which excitation from the signal generator and response from

the sensor were channelled to the analyser. In this frequency analyser, the

number of averaged spectrum ensembles was 30 and, the Hanning window

was used to perform the TF measurement. The experimental set up is

shown in Figure 5.3a and 5 3b.

5.2 Results and Discussions

The essential differences between this experimental study and that

modelled numerically are:

• The waveforms that were used for the excitation of the actuator in the

numerical and experimental work are different. In the experimental work

we applied gaussian random noise, while in the numerical work a

constant amplitude sinusoidal wave-sweep over a broad frequency range

was applied.

• The choice of the amplitude of an excitation force for the two

investigations was arbitrary. For the numerical work the force amplitude

was ION while on the experimental work A 10 V signal was used to

actuate the PZT.

Despite these shortcomings, it will be shown in the subsequent section

that, in a range below the first dominant mode the experimental results are

similar to those obtained numerically. Since the results from the

expeiimental tests will be used to confirm the results obtained numerically,

the direct-pairs AnBn, BnCn (n =1...6) and the cross-pairs AnBn+1 (n =

1...5), under the three damage conditions no damage, and 10mm, 20mm,

30mm cracks are presented below.
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Figure 5.3a. The specimen - FFT analyzer - Signal generator set - up

FIT ANALYSER

ChAo ChBo

SPECIMEN

A

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

o

c

B

Figure 5.3b. A Schematic Diagram of the Signal generator - FFT analyser
specimen set-up
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Analysis of the R-Curve of AnBn Pairs

Figure 5.4 and 5.5 show the R- value for the pair A1B1 and A2B2 for every

damage condition. The results showed that there are no significant changes

in the R-value for the various damage conditions. This is because the crack

is located far away from these pairs. The R-values for every damage

condition appeared unchanged for the pair A3B3 in Figure 5.6, except for

30mm crack case. Here, the A3B3 pair was able to sense the damage. This

indicates that the 30mm crack is located relatively close to this A3B3 pair.

A higher reduction of R-value for 30mm crack in this investigation than to

those obtained numerically indicates the higher sensitivity of this pair to

sense the presence of the crack compared to the numerical simulation. This

may be due to the reduction of the local stiffness in this pair in the plate

resulting by saw cut were greater than in the numerical modelling.

In Figure 5.7, the R-values for A4B4 pair of sensor-actuator for the 10mm,

20mm, and 30mm crack cases are lower than the no-damage case. This

situation appears to differ to that predicted in the numerical work where

only the 20mm and 30mm crack cases are lower than the no-damage case.

It appears the A4B4 pair of sensor-actuator in this experiment is more

sensitive than in the numerical work to sense the presence of 10mm crack.

This confirms that the reduction of the local stiffness in the plate resulting

by saw cut was greater than in the numerical modelling.
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Figure 5.8 shows the R-value of the pair A5B5 for every damage condition.

The R-curve for damaged cases is smaller than the no-damage condition.

These results are similar to the numerical results presented in the

preceding chapter. R-value was found to decrease as the crack approaches

the pair A5B5 (i.e. 10mm and 20mm length). As in numerical investigation,

the reduction in R- value for the pair A5B5 is more sensitive than pair

A4B4 to the presence of the cracks.

In Figure 5.9, as in the numerical investigation, with the analysis up to

20khz region, shows that at 10mm crack the R-Value decrease

significantly. It is also shown in this figure that as the crack passes the pair

A6B6 in length of 20 and 30mm, the R-curve starts to behave differently.

This situation indicates that the crack is large and has passed the

particular sensor-actuator pair. This behaviour was also recorded in the

numerical simulation (see Figure 4. 27).
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Figure 5.4. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the pair

A1B1 for every damage condition
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Figure 5.5. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the pair

A2B2 for every damage condition
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A3B3(sawcut)
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Figure 5.6. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the pair

A3B3 for every damage condition
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Figure 5.7. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the pair

A4B4
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Figure 5.8. TF- data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the pair

A5B5 for every damage condition
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Figure 5.9. TF - data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the pair
A6B6 for every damage condition
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Analysis of the R-Curve of BnCn Pairs

Figure 5.10 shows the R-values of the pair B1C1 for every damage

condition. The area of the pair does not change for all damage conditions.

This is because the crack is located far away from the pair. The no-change

of the R-values for every damage condition appears also on pairs B2C2 and

B3C3 in Figure 5.11 and 5.12. These indicate that the crack is still located

relatively far away from these B2C2 and B3C3 pairs. As in the numerical

investigation, compared to the A4B4 pair (i.e. Figure 5.7), the R-values of

the pair B4C4 in Figure 5.13 also does not change for every damage

condition, in this case it appears that the pair B4C4 is less sensitive to the

existence of a crack than A4B4. This' situation can also be explained by

equation [4.6] and can be used to indicate that the damage is located in

between rows A and B.

There was an error in signal acquisition for 10-mm crack of the pair B5C5

because the sensor C5 was damaged. The damaged sensor was then

replaced but the measurement for the 10-mm crack damage condition was

not performed. Therefore, the R-value for the 10-mm crack condition is not

shown in Figure 5.14. Looking at reduction of the R-value at 20mm crack

this experimental result appears more sensitive than the numerical result

(see Figure 4.32). As explained this may be due to the higher reduction of

system stiffness in the experiment. The R-value of the pair B6C6 for every

damage condition, which is shown in Figure 5.15, is similar to that

obtained numerically (see Figure 4.33).

e

i
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Figure 5.10. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the pair

BlCl for every damage condition
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Figure 5.11. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the pair

B2C2 for every damage condition
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Figure 5.12. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the pair

B3C3 for every damage condition
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Figure 5.13. TF-data of the area under frequency spectrum of the pair

B4C4 for every damage condition
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Figure 5.14. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the pair
B5C5 for every damage condition
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Figure 5.15. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the pair

B6C6 for every damage condition
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Table 5.1

Pairs
cracks
10mm

20mm
30mm

. Percentage of reduction of R-value

A1B1

-2.2403

-1.1
2.702

B1C1

3.4053

-0.951
-0.8064

A2B2

-1.4771

-1.0352
2.51232

B2C2

0.9255

-2.0376
1.1122

from no-damage condition using a direct-TF (saw-cut)

A3B3

-1.2171

1.21714
11.4229

B3C3

1.6296

0.2275
-1.8571

A4B4

11.2556

12.1129
13.5126

B4C4

1.95

-1.0065
-0.9434

A5B5

9.0318

11.171
32.215

B5C5

damage
sensor

29.8628
30.1143

A6B6

25.6105

6.873
22.154

B6C6

10.4852

19.4273
24.051

3
rn

3
S
>

5

I
^
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Sensitivity analysis for AnBn pairs combined with BnCn pairs

As in the numerical investigation, in order to explain the results

presented, a sensitivity analysis is carried out on the results of AnBn

and BnCn described in the preceding section. Here, it will be shown that

the results can be used together to detect and localise the damage. The

results of percentage reduction of R-value from the no-damage condition

up to 20 kHz for these sensor-actuator combinations are shown in Table

5.1.

The following observation can be made from results shown in Table 5.1:

• The results that are shown in Table 5.1 are consistent with the

numerical results that were presented in Table 4.1 in preceding

chapter.

• In the numerical results, it was discussed that the reading from

A1B1, A2B2, B1C1 and B2C2 should not change considerably at all

damage sizes. The results shown in Table 5.1 for these sensor-

actuator pair reveals that an experimental error of approximately (-

2.5% to 3.5%) can be expected.

• The R-value of the sensor-actuator pair AnBn has a low value except

when the crack appeared in front of the pair. For the case of a 10mm

crack, the reduction in R-value was observed at pair A6B6 and B6C6.

• For the case of 20mm crack, this crack is located in front of A5B5

(see Figure 5.1b). Looking at the results, a reduction in the R-value

was observed for A4B4 and A5B5. The relatively unchanged R-value

for B4C4 shows the crack is still located in front of 4th pair of sensor-

actuator. Due to the replacement of the damaged sensor for the pair

B5C5, a difficulty is expected on this 20mm crack analysis.

• For the 30mm crack case (see Figure 5.1b), the R-value for A4B4 and

A3B3 was reduced. It is interesting to notice that the R-value for
'i
\t A4B4 reduced dramat ica l ly compared to the A3B3 with B 3 C 3 and
h B4C4 are still relatively unchanged . The R-values for B5C5 a n d B6C6
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1
f

? have also reduced dramatically. These results imply that the crack

} now spans across the 5th and 6th pair of sensor-actuator and the
i
j crack tip is approaching the 4th pair. The large reduction in A4B4

[ implies that the crack is approaching the 4th column of sensor-

actuator. However, the insignificant reduction in B4C4 implies that

the crack has not developed past the 4th column of sensor-actuator.

The main findings described above consolidates the following inferences

drawn in the numerical investigation:

• The pair of sensor-actuator, which encompasses the crack (i.e. AnBn),

will show a reduction in the R-value prior to the BnCn pairs. This can

be used to indicate across which row of sensor-actuator the crack

appears (i.e. between A and B or B and C).

• It is important also to note that the BnCn are also an important part

of the monitoring procedure. The R-values of the BnCn pairs can be

used to indicate the extent of the crack. This is because a large R-

value reduction is obtained when the crack face spans across a BnCn

pair.

Analysis of the R-Curve of AnBn+1 Cross-Pairs

As in the numerical investigation, in this section of work, the cross-TF

will be used to confirm the location of the crack implied in the previous

section. Figure 5.16 shows the TF-data of the area under the frequency

spectrum of the pair A1B2 for every damage condition. The area of the

pair does not change for the all damage conditions. This is because the

i crack is far away from the pair. The relatively unchanged R-values

1 continue for the pair A2B3 and A3B4 in Figure 5.17and 5.18. This is

I because these A2B3 and A3B4 pairs still cannot sense the changes of
'i
•| the stiffness in the damage location.
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In Figure 5.19, for all damage conditions, the area under the frequency

spectrum of the pair A4B5 is smaller than the no-damage conditions.

This situation is different with the numerical results where only 30mm-

crack area is decreased. Since the crack tip for the 30mm lies between

the pair A4B5 (see Figure 5.1b), this pair may be used to locate this

crack tip. This conclusion was also reached in the numerical work.

Figure 5.20 shows R-value of the pair A5B6 for every damage condition.

For all damage conditions, the area under the frequency spectrum is

smaller than the no-damage condition. The area under the frequency

spectrum is decreased proportionally to the damage conditions. These

experimental results confirm the numerical ones.

A1B2(sawcut)

Inleg nocrck

- B - Integral 10cidi

-©— Integral 20crck

—o- Integral 30crck

1000 3000 5000 7000 9000 11000 13000 1S000 17000 19000 21000

Frequency(Hz)

Figure 5.16. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the

pair A1B2 for every damage condition
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A2B3(sawcut)

nocrck

-B-10mm

-ft—20mm

-&-30mm
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Frequency(Hz)

Figure 5.17. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the

pair A2B3 for every damage condition

A3B4(sawcut)
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Frequency(Hl)

Figure 5.18. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the

pair A3B4 for every damage condition
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A4B5(sawcut)

Integral nocrck

-Q-Integral 10ctck

Integral 20crck

Integral 30ack
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Figure 5.19. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the
pair A4B5 for every damage condition

A5B6(sawcut)
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Figure 5.20. TF-data of the area under the frequency spectrum of the

pair A5B6 for every damage condition
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As in the numerical investigation, looking at the reduction of R-value the

TF from cross-pair can be applied to locate approximately the crack tip.

To help in the interpretation of these results the reduction in the R-value

up to 20 kHz for the situation described above are tabulated in Table

5.2.

Table 5.2. Percentage of reduction of R-value from no-damage condition using a

cross-TF (saw-cut)

Pairs
Cracks
10mm
20mm
30mm

A1B2

4.1298
0.0696
-4.1994

A2B3

-1.9322
-2.7076
4.63973

A3B4

4.3949
3.4623
5.0833

A4B5

1.6278
17.8264
37.9261

A5B6

24.2575
27.5614
28.9774

Looking at the results in Table 5.2, the following can be observed:

• In the numerical results, it was shown that the R-value from A1B2,

A2B3, and A3B4 should have a relatively insignificant change at all

damage sizes. An experimental error for this case is approximately

from-4.2% to 5.1%.

• The A4B5 sensor-actuator pair appears to have higher sensitivity

than that in the numerical result.. This pair can sense the 20mm

crack case that did not occur at numerical investigation. This

confirms the hypotheses that the crack induced here resulted in a

lower stiffness than that obtained numerically. This result shows that

the 30mm crack tip is located between the sensor A4 and the

actuator B5 (See Figure 5.1b).

• As in the numerical investigation, a significant reduction that occurs

for the pairs A5B6 allows for the detection of a 10mm crack. This

implies that its crack tip is located in the vicinity of sensor A5 and

actuator B6. (See Figure 5.1b)

These experimental results have shown that in general this R-curve

concept can be applied to detect and locate the artificial crack resulted

from the saw cut. in the next section, the applicability of this R-curve

P
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concept will be extended to detect the fatigue crack growth resulting

from the cyclic load in an MTS machine.

5.3. Experimental Investigation of the Clamped Plate with the

Fatigue Crack Growth

An aluminum test plate was subjected to a constant amplitude cyclic

loading from Material Test System (MTS) machine (See Figure 5.21). A

loading cycle of 15 ± 15kN. This loading cycle was used to cause fatigue

crack growth in the specimen. A fatigue crack of 10mm was obtained

after 450,000 cycles. The loading was continued up to 730,000 cycles

where a fatigue crack length of 16mm was obtained. The experiment was

continued until a crack length of 28mm was obtained (i.e. up to 810,000

cycles). A Halec Eddy current crack detector was used (See Figure 5.22)

to detect and monitor this crack growth. A schematic diagram of this

experimental setup is shown in the Figure 5.23. At certain crack sizes;

the transfer function was measured using a method described on the

Section 5.1. The TF measurement was performed over these three

different crack lengths.
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Figure 5.21. The plate specimen that is clamped on the MTS machine

Eddy current
display

Probe for detecting
the crack

Plate
specimen

Figure 5.22. A Halec Eddy current crack detector
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MTS machine control panel

Array of P.
sensor

Arra}

Dscilloscope

mputer

FFT analyzer

Figure 5.23. Schematic diagram of Transfer Function method for a

detection of the fatigue crack

5. 4. Results and Discussions

In this experiment the 10-mm, 16-mm and 28-mm crack cases were

evaluated using the TF technique described earlier. The position of the

cracks relative to the sensor-actuator pair is shown in Figure 5.24. The

R-curves from this experimental investigation for the direct-pairs AnBn,

BnCn, where n=1...6, and the cross-pairs AnBn+1, where n=1...5 under

the three damage conditions i.e. 10mm, 16mm, 28mm crack cases

including the no-damage condition are presented.
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5 x 5 mm2 PZT patch

crack

I V

A

5mm

Figure 5.24. Detailed position of the occurred fatigue cracks in the test

Plate

Analysis of the R-Curve of AnBn Pairs

Figure 5.25, 5.26, and 5.27 show the R-value for the sensor-actuator

pairs A1B1, A2B2, and A3B3 for every damage condition. As expected

from the numerical simulation, the R-value for these pairs remain

relatively unchanged for all damage conditions. This is because the

location of the crack is far away from these pairs. In Figure 5.28 for the

16, 28 -mm crack, the area under the frequency spectrum of the pair

A4B4 is smaller than the no-damage condition and 10-mm crack. This

situation is very similar to the numerical simulation. This pair cannot
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sense the 10-mm crack because the 10mm is relatively still far away

from this pair, but as the crack grows to 16 and 28 mm this pair are

able to detect the cracks.

Figure 5.29 shows the R-value of the pair A5B5 for every damage

condition. For all damage conditions, the area under the frequency

spectrum is smaller than the no-damage condition. The detection of the

damage by this pair starts at early phase (10mm crack) since the crack

located relatively close to this pair. This situation confirms the numerical

results. The results for the pair A6B6 can be obtained in Figure 5.25. As

in the numerical results, the 10-mm crack has a more significant

reduction of R-value than the 16mm and 28mm cracks. This indicates

that all cracks are large and have extended across this actuator-sensor

A6B6 pair. As discussed in the previous section, the change in boundary

conditions at the crack face (16mm and 28mm crack length) led to a

change in the TF response.

A1B1 (fatigue crack)

nocrack

— B - 10mm crack

0 16mm crack

—£r- 28mm crack

1000 3000 5000 7000 9000 11000 13000 15000 17000 19000 21000

Frequency(Hz)

Figure 5.25. R-curve of pair A1B1
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A2B2(fatigue crack)
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Figure 5.26. R-curve of pair A2B2

A3B3(fatigue crack)
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Figure 5.27. R-curve of pair A3B3
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A4B4(fatlguo crack)
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Figure 5.28 R-curve of pair A4B4

A5B5(fatigue crack)
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Figure 5.29. R-curve of pair A5B5

1
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0.25-

0.15

0 05

A6b6(fatigue crack)

0mm crack

- B - 10mm crack

-A— 16mm crack

- S - 28mm crack

1000 3000 5000 7000 9000 11000 13000 15000 17000 19000 21000

Frequency! Hz)

Figure 5,30. R-curve of pair A6B6

Analysis of the R-Curve of BnCn Pairs

Figure 5.31, 5.32, and 5.33 show the R-value for the pair B1C1, B2C2,

and B3C3 for every damage condition. As shown in the numerical

simulation, the R-value of the pair relatively does not show significant

change for all damage conditions. This is because the crack is far away

from these pairs. As in the numerical results in Figure 5.34 the R-value

of the pair B4C4 for every damage condition relatively remain

unchanged. As previously discussed, this indicates the insensitivity of

this pair compared to A4B4. The changes of the R- Curve for the pair

B5C5 is shown in Figure 5.35. Here, the R-values of all damage

conditions are below the no damage, and decrease with increasing

damage conditions. The R-value of the pair B6C6 for every damage

condition, which is shown in Figure 5.36, again shows the R-curve

decreasing proportionally to the damage conditions.
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B1C1(fatigue crack)
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Figure 5.31. R-curve of pair B1C1
B2C2
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-A- 10mm crack
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Figure 5.32. R-curve of pair B2C2
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B3C3(f«tlgue crack)

1000 3000 5000 7000 9000 11000 13000

Frequtncy(m)

15OO0 17O00 19000 210O0

Figure 5.33. R-curve of pair B3C3

B4C4 (fatigue crack)

nocrack

-B— 10mm crack

-tb— 16mm crack

-o— 28mmcrack
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Frequency(Hj)

Figure 5.34. R-curve of pair B4C4
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Figure 5.35, Curve of pair B5C5

B6C6(fatigue crack)
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Figure 5.36. R-curve of pair B6C6
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Sensitivity analysis for AnBn pairs combined with BnCn pairs

As in previous section, to explain the results presented above, a

sensitivity analysis is carried out to the results of AnBn and BnCn

described in the preceding section. The results of percentage reduction of

R-value from the no-damage condition up to 20 kHz for these sensor-

actuator combinations are tabulated in Table 5.3.

Following remarks can be inferred from the results presented on the

table above:

• As expected from the numerical simulation, in Table 5.3 the pairs

A1B1&B1C1, A2B2&B2C2, and A3B3&B3C3 show insignificant

reduction of R-value because of the distant position of these pairs

from the crack region. The experimental error limit does not exceed

the error limit on the preceding section (-4.2% to 5.1%) i.e. Table 5.2.

• Looking at the reduction of R-value it can be said that the pair B4C4

is less sensitive than the pair A4B4. These results imply that the

damage is located in rows A and B.

• For the sensor-actuator pairs A5B5 and B5C5 the results in Table 5.3

show the similarity reduction magnitude of R-value. Such a trend has

been also shown in the numerical investigation. This situation can be

used to indicate that at 10mm and 16mm the crack are still in front

of the pairs. When the crack has extended cross the pairs i.e. 28mm

crack case, a more significant reduction of R-value is expected.

• The significant reduction in pairs A6B6 for 10mm crack case and the

significant reduction of the R-values accordingly to the increasing

crack length in pair B6C6 indicate the cracks were large and has

extended cross this sensor-actuator A6B6 pair.

• It is interesting to note that although the crack lengths (i.e. 16mm

and 28mm) from the fatigue, were different from those in the

numerical simulation (i.e. 20mm and 30mm) the trend of responses

of sensor-actuator pairs show a similarity between them.
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Table 5.3

Pairs
cracks
10mm
16mm
28mm

. Percentage of reduct ion of R-Value

A1B1

0.3963
-3.6965 j
3.3002

B1C1

-0.9607
-2.885
3.8457

A2B2

-1.4745
3.9551
-2.4806

B2C2

-1.5642
2.6138
1.50803

from no-damage condition using a direct-TF (

A3B3

0.3963
-3.6965
3.3002

B3C3

-0.4626
0.6647
2.4567

A4B4

3.6557
54.3391
53.5626

B4C4

-0.4942
0.49423
0.24711

A5B5

10.9168
24.7227
52.7061

Fatigue crack)

B5C5

13.5003
25.7015
48.6924

A6B6

59.1889
-2.0866
42.0516

B6C6

22.8331
46.5732
66.5057
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|;f Analysis of the R-Curve of AnBn+1 Cross-Pairs

t .•;

As discussed in the previous section, this cros?.-TF will be used to

confirm the location of the crack implied in the previous section.

Figure 5.37 shows R-value for the pair A1B2 for every damage condition.

The area of the pair does not change for the all damage conditions. This

is because the crack is far away from the pair. The relatively unchanged

R-values continued for the pair A2B3 and A3B4 in Figure 5.38 and 5.39.

This is because these A2B3 and A3B4 pairs still can not sense the

changes of the stiffness in the damage location. In Figure 5.40, for all

damage conditions, the area under the frequency spectrum, of the pair

A4B5 is smaller than the no-damage conditions. This situation is similar

to the saw cut results where only 30 mm-crack area is decreased. Here,

in this experimental work, the 28mm crack, their areas are the lowest.

Since the crack tip for the 28mm approximately lies between the pair

A4B5 (see Figure 5.24), this pair may be used to locate this crack tip.

This conclusion was also reached in the numerical and saw cut cases.

Figure 5.41 above shows R-value of the pair A5B6 for every damage

condition. For all damage conditions, the area under the frequency

spectrum is smaller than the no-damage condition. The area under the

frequency spectrum is decreased proportional to the damage conditions.

These experimental results confirm the numerical simulations and the

saw cut results.

J
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Figure 5.37. R-curve of pair A1B2

A2B3(faligue crack)
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Figure 5.38. R-curve of pair A2B3
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A3B4(fatigue crack)

116
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Figure 5.39. R-curve of pair A3B4

A4B5
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Figure 5.40. R-curve of pair A4B5
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A5B6(fatlguc crack)

- Omm crack
-10mm crack
- 16mm crack
-28mm crack

0 ft

1000 3000 5000 7000 9000 11000 .13000 15000 17000 19000 21000

Frequency(Hz)

Figure 5.41. R-curve of pair A5B6

Table 5.4. Percentage of reduction of R-value from no-damage condition using a

cross TF (fatigue crack)

pairs
cracks
10mm
16mm
28mm

A1B2

-2.1499
-3.2036
-1.0962

A2B3

-3.1556
-5.1820
-1.1217

A3B4

4.2264
-1.3573
5.0401

A4B5

2.7477
8.3727
13.9970

A5B6

39.5100
39.5525
48.6561
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As discussed in two preceding investigations, to help interpret the

results above the R-value up to 20 kHz is tabulated in Table 5.4. Here,

the cross-pairs showed a good trend agreement with the two previous

investigations (numerical and saw cut crack).

Looking at Table 5.4 the following observation can be made:

• As discussed in the numerical investigation, the R-values of the

sensors-actuators pairs of A1B2, A2B3, and A3B4 under all damage

cases have to remain relatively unchanged. From the result for the

pair A2B3 at 16mm crack case it appears that the lower limit of the

experimental error is approximately -5.2%. Hence, a new upper and

lower limit of these experimental investigations i.e. saw cut and

fatigue cracks are approximately ± 5.2%.

• For the pair A4B5 and A5B6 show exactly the similar trend to the

saw cut case. The A4B5 sensor-actuator pair appears to have higher

sensitivity than in the numerical result. This pair can sense the

20mm crack case that did not occur at numerical investigation. This

confirms the hypotheses that the crack induced here resulted in a

lower stiffness than that obtained numerically. However, looking at

the R-value for the pair A3B4 the results are consistent with the

numerical investigations. This situation clearly shows that the 30mm

crack tip is located between the sensor A4 and the actuator B5. (See

Figure 5.24)

• As in the numerical investigation, a significant reduction that occurs

for the pairs A5B6 allows for the detection of a 10mm crack. This

implies that its crack tip is located in the vicinity of sensor A5 and

actuator B6. (See Figure 5.24)

• Again, as in the direct-pair AnBn and BnCn, this cross-pair AnBn+1

has also shown a similarity trend of responses of the sensor-actuator

pair due to presence of crack between 16mm and 28mm crack

lengths occurred from the fatigue crack and the one made in the

numerical simulation (i.e. 20mm and 30mm). These consequently

im
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i

\ • indicate the expected accuracy of the prediction of this method in this

'•> experiment are approximately ± 2mm for 20mm crack length and ± lmm

for 30mm crack length.
i

5.5. Concluding Remarks

The findings from the experimental investigation on this chapter can be

summarized as follows:

• The R-curve method can be used to detect and localize the damage on a

structural component. By taking the direct-TF of every pair on the

mounted sensor-actuator rows (in this experiment is first used AnBn

and the results is confirmed by BnCn) the location of the damage can be

approximately determined. Based on the information from this direct-TF

the position of the damage location can be confirmed by the cross-TF.

In general, this experimental investigation has shown a relatively good

agreement with the numerical simulation. The information of the location of

general damage area from the plate with the fatigue crack growth (in this

case the area between A5B5 and A6B6 for 10mm crack, A4B4 and A6B6 for

16mm and 28mm cracks) can be inputted into the stress construction

algorithm to find accurately the crack tip, described in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6. THE USE OF AN ARRAY OF SENSORS

FOR STRESS - FIELD CONSTRUCTION

Chapter 4 and 5 presented a technique that can be used to estimate the

location of the damage in a structure. This chapter will describe a

methodology to assess the integrity of the structure. In order to assess

this structural integrity the stress field in the vicinity of the location of

critical fatigue must be known. In the vicinity of the crack, the stress

fields that are spatially changing can be constructed from point

measurements from the array of sensors by using an algorithm that is

based on the stress function. In this chapter, an algorithm for this

purpose is presented and it is then applied to a single edged cracked

plate and on a plate wvth an embedded semi-elliptical crack.

The structure of this chapter can be summarized as follows. In the first

sections:

• A theoretical analysis of the stress field in a plate containing a crack

is performed using the 2-D Airy's stress function

• This theoretical approach is then evaluated with an array of data

obtained from a series of finite element (FE) analysis of a simple crack

plate.

• This theoretical approach is subsequently validated experimentally

In the second section of this chapter:

• The derivation of the components of the 3D stress function to

construct the stress field at the back surface of the plate that has a

semi-elliptical crack embedded in it.

• These components of 3D stress function are subsequently used to

reconstruct a stress field with an array of data obtained from a series

of finite element (FE) analysis of a crack plate with an embedded

semi-elliptical crack.
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6.1. 2-D Stress Function for Stress Field Construction

The algorithm that is presented here is based on the 2D Airy stress

function for the construction of a stress field. Chiu et al (1997)32 have

demonstrated, that, inside a given array of sensors, this stress function

can be used to construct accurately the stress field of a uniaxial loaded

plate with a hole in it. Cheung (1997)33 used the components of the 2D

stress function for a cracked elastic sheet (see Figure 6.1) derived by

Jones and Callinen (1977)34 to construct the stress field inside an array

of sensors in a given region of a cracked plate. In the work presented

here, these stress components were used to predict the stress field

outside an array of sensors in a cracked plate.

cry
ttttmttt

• * • IT * **n
cry

Figure 6.1. Geometry of the crack on an elastic sheet
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The components of 2D stress function CJXX , avy and xyy are presented

below :

<7xr = 5>(« + l)(rf
n

n -

[a2-p2]e4n-\ (6-D

and

T,V,V

\~\a*n-\cos(/7"

where r , = ^ + ay)2 + (fiyf , + (f3y)2 , ^ = arctan

(6.2)

(6.3)

qy

arctan Ay
732 x - ay

and Gxx and ayy are the stress components in the X and Y direction

respectively and Txy is the shear stress.

For the isotropic material used in this research, a = 0.5, and /?= 1/2 A/3.

The summation point n in Equation 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 is equal to

1/2,1,1(1/2), 2,..., n/2 that can be explained by the derivation as

follows:

If the origin of the system of Cartesian coordinates is placed at the crack

tip (see Figure 6.2), then the stresses Q- and ^"r. must vanish on

y = ±0 to satisfy the requirement that the crack is stress free.
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Figure 6.2. Geometry of the left hand crack tip

Hence, for y = ±0

and

T\

or <!~ = 2TT, g = 0. The condition Q- =0 requires the

Equation 6.2;

(6.4)

(6.5)

following in

and

sin(« - \)2K = 0 (6.7)

Thus the summation point n is equal to n 1/2, 1, 1(1/2), 2, ..., n/2.

Acquiring stress/strain data from an array of sensors the constants a4n,

a4n-i, e4n, e4n-i in Equation 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 can be calculated using least

square fit. These constants will then be used to re-construct the stress

field in the vicinity of the region where the point measurements of the

stress/strain data were obtained.

1
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6.1.1. Determination Of Criticality

The criticality of the structure under the derived stress field can be

assessed by calculating the mode I stress intensity factor (SIF), Ki. Dally

and Sanford (1987)35 have developed a method for placing the strain

gauge in a region away from the crack tip to calculate the mode I stress

intensity factor. The area near the crack tip is divided into three regions

as shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3. Crack tip region and geometry of the problem

Region I, is the innermost region, close to the crack tip and this region is

difficult to quantify experimentally because of the rapidly changing

stress field. Also, yielding can cause some ambiguities concerning

whether the stress state is plane stress or plane strain. Region II, the

intermediate region, is the region that can be used for data acquisition

since it is sufficiently large to place strain gauges. The region III is the

outermost region for the far fields stress where the strain field is not

sufficiently accurate to determine the stress intensity factor.

The inner boundary of region II is determined by a circle of radius

r = h/2 , where h is the thickness of the plane body. This radius formula

was derived experimentally by Rosakis and Ravi-Chandra (1984)36.

Hence, from a strain magnitude in this valid region the SIF Mode I, Ki of
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the structure can be calculated. This strain is calculated using the

following expression:

2G £x,x, = ^ 0 7-~2 [k cos(0/2) - (1/2) sin 9 sin(30/2) cos2a + (l/2) sin 0cos(30/2) sin 2a]

+ Bo (k + cos2a) + A ;-T cos(0/2)[k + sin2 (9/2) cos2a - (l/2) sin £sin 2a]

(6.8)

£" 3
where £ = (l - L>)/(1 + u) and G = —̂  r « - £ , v and E are the Poisson

2̂ 1 + v) 8
ratio and the modulus Young of the material.

This equation requires sensor readings at least four points since it has

four unknown values, Ao , Ai , Bo , Bi. Parnas et al (1996)37 successfully

evaluated the method of three-parameter solution (Ao , Ai , Bo ) for

determining Ki by using only one strain gauge reading in the valid region

(region II). Their experimental results and theoretical results were in

good agreement. To evaluate Equation 6.8 by using only one point

reading, firstly, Bo term has to be eliminated by setting:

(6.9)

Then, the coefficient of the Ai term is set to zero. Hence,

£ + sin2(#/2)cos2a-(l/2)sin#sin2a: = 0

which can be satisfied if

tan(0/2) = -cot2a (6.10)
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As an example, for v=l/3, which is a typical Poisson's value for metals,

then a=0=6O ° , Equation (6.8) can then be reduced to :

Equation 6.11 can be used to calculate the mode I SIF, Ki from the

equation below:

Thus :

r K, =

where oytf is the stress in x'x' direction (see Figure 6.3).

(6.13)

This stress component above can be found by the expressions below:

ax'x' - oXx (6-14)

Using this method of calculating the Ki would require the knowledge of

a** and ayy. These values can be obtained from the stress function

described by Equation 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. Given an array of stress/strain

data located in the vicinity of the crack tip, the constants in Equation

6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 can be evaluated using least square method. The

values of a.xx and ayy can then be substituted into Equation 6.14 and

6.13 to determine the Ki value.

In the next subsection this numerical methodology will be used to

determine the mode I SIF, Ki for a single edge crack plate.
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6.1.2 Numerical Investigations

In this numerical work, an aluminum plate with length of 100 mm,

width of 50 mm and thickness of 8 mm with a single edged crack with

length of 25 mm was modeled using 2D finite element method (FEM).

The remote stress in Y direction was 48MPa. Figure 6.4 and 6.5 show a

schematic representation of the case study examined.

An array of sensors was applied to a region close to the crack tip. In

Figure 6.4, an array of sensor points (12 rows x 12 columns) was applied

on the region at some distance from the crack while Figure 6.4a presents

the detail of the position of the sensor points. Figure 6.5 shows two

arrays of sensor points (each 6 rows x 12 columns) with a crack in

between them. The detail of the sensor points for this arrangement is

shown in Figure 6.5a.

To simulate readings from arrays of sensors, the stresses/strains of

these FEM calculations in the vicinity of the crack were used as input

into the stress field algorithm. The stress value at each of the sensors

point was evaluated. These readings acted as the sensor output of the

array. This was used to simulate an array of sensor readings from which

the entire stress field inside the array was constructed by the algorithm

described above. The constructed stress function was then used to

predict the stress outside the array.

An algorithm was also developed to locate the crack tip for this crack

plate. To determine the criticality of the plate in each of the stress fields

described above, the location of the crack tip and the mode I stress

intensity factor were calculated. The results obtained from finite element

analysis, which was described the actual value were compared to those

obtained from the stress prediction.
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50mm

^ 15mm / p

detail A

ail array of
sensors

25 mm crack

4! mm

100mm

! • . < •

Figure 6.4. An array of sensors (12 rows ,x 12 columns), which applied
on the region at some distance away from of the crack

• 9 • • •

—H
lmm 3mm

Figure 6.4a. Detail A, the position of the sensor point measurement on
the plate in numerical investigation
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50mm

15mm

an array of
sensors 1

25mm crack

an array of
sensors 2

21 mm

>mm

1(

Detail B

'Omm

Figure 6.5. Two identical arrays of sensors (each is 6 rows x 12 columns)
with a crack in between them

• • • • • • • •

Figure 6.5a. Detail B, the position of the sensor point measurement on
the plate in numerical investigation
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6.1.3. Results and Discussion

Some of the results reported in this section have been published by

Wibowo et al (1998)38. Figures 6.6 to 6.11 present the relative position of

the sensor arrays to the crack and the mode I SIF, Ki calculation point.

There are two positions of the mode I stress intensity factor calculation

points to be evaluated, on the region I (r< h/2) and region II (r>h/2),

where h is the thickness of the plate. Figure 6.7, 6.9 and 6.11 show the

situation where Ki was calculated in region I. Figure 6.6, 6.8 and 6.10

shows the situation where Kiwas calculated in region II. In the situation

shown in Figure 6.10 and 6.11, only one array of sensor was used. In

this study, the purpose is to predict the stress field exterior to the arrays

of sensors. Therefore, the region of stress field prediction for two arrays

of sensors is the area between them (see figures 6.6 to 6.9) and for one

array of sensors is the area between the array and the crack (see Figure

6.10 and 6.11).
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The region of Stress-field prediction

Figure 6.6. Sensors position with a crack is on equidistant line & The

mode I SIF, Ki calculation point is in region II

A
an array of sensors 1

crack '0=60°

an array of sensors 2

The region of stress-field prediction

Figure.6.7. Sensors position with a crack is on equidistant line & The

mode I SIF, Ki calculation point is in region I
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an array of sensors 1

15Tin

an array of sensors 2

The region of stress-field prediction

Figure 6.8. Sensors position with a crack position is not on equidistant

line & The mode I SIF, Ki calculation point is in region II

( J
an array of sensors 1

SIF I calci
Point

15

i ^5mm
r /

/ an array of sensors 2

lafuon

/

The region of stress-field prediction

Figure 6.9. Sensors position with a crack position is not on equidistant

line & The mode I SIF, Ki calculation point is in region I
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An array of Sensors

The region of stress-field prediction

Figure 6.10. An array of sensors to predict the crack & The mode 1 SIF,

Ki calculation point is in region II

An array of Sensors

SIF I Calculat
Pointsz

The region of stress-field prediction

Figure 6.11. An array of sensors to predict the crack & The mode I SIF,

Ki calculation point is in region close to crack tip(region I)

'4
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This study found that the stress field in the vicinity of the crack can be

constructed b}' the stress function with the stress data provided from the

array. The way in which the stress function i.e. Equation 6.1, 6.2 and

6.3 can be used to describe the stress field in the vicinity of the crack

requires the coordinate of the axis used to be located at the crack tip.

Therefore, if the location of the crack tip can be located approximately

using the technique described in Chapter 5 and 6, the exact location of

the crack tip can be determined by optimizing a statistical parameter,

correlation coefficient in Y direction CorrYY. The error then is calculated

by this following formula.

Error = (1-CorrYY) (6.15)

Where:

CorrYY = 0

™P >>"P 9
I yf I yj
0 0

and,

yi = Stress point value in Y-direction from the measurement of an array
of sensors
yi = Stress point value in Y-direction from the stress function interior of
the array
Np= Number of point sensors in the array

Figure 6.12 shows the error of the stress field calculated by the stress

function when the origin of the function is moved in the vicinity of the

crack tip. In this investigation, the crack size was 25 mm and it is

evident from the figure that the minimum error occurs at the location of

the crack tip i.e. 25mm. Therefore, once location of the minimum error is

found the stress field can accurately be constructed. The constructions

of the stress field exterior of the array using the stress function with the

origin of (25 mm, 0) are shown in the following figures below.
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Plot of Error

001
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Origin of the stress Function In X-direction (X,0) (mm)

40 45 50

Figure 6.12. The error plot of the plate with a 25mm simple crack

Figure 6.13 and 6.14 show the Y-direction stress, Gyy in the region

between the array of sensor (as shown in Figure 6.6 and 6.7). It is

evident that there is a good agreement between the stress field predicted

and that calculated from finite element analysis.

Figure 6.15 shows the stress field, Gyy predicted by the stress function

technique. Here, the agreement with that finite element results (Figure

6.16) is good. The crack location in this case is shown in Figure 6.8 and

6.9.

When only an array of sensors is used (Figure 6.10 and 6.11) the stress

field, Gyy predicted exterior to the array is shown in Figure 6.17. This

agreed well with the results obtained from finite element analysis (Figure

6.18).
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Y-Str*ss.fune(prMlet»d i

•3W

--58

7.M

(MPA)

r- 180-203

• 190-180

• 140-160

• 120-HO

nioo-120

• 80-100

O SO-SO

• 40-60

• 20-40

Do-20

15.75 16 21 225 24 25 28 28.82759 2931034 30OT552 3262089 3427538

x-axis (mm)

Figure 6.13. The stress field in y-direction ayy constructed by the Stress

Function (equidistant)

Y-Sensor.read (Predicted area)
Y-axis
(nun)

766

(MPA)

•120-MOj
0100.120
• eatoo

16.76 18 21 226 24 26 26 26.87768 2*31034 3098662 32.62069 34.276«<

x-axis (mm)

Figure 6. 14. The stress field in y-direction ayy calculated by FEM

(equidistant)
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Y-Stress func
Y-axis
(mm)

1174

(MPA)

D 1(0-200
"160-180
•140-160;
D12D--UO
•100-120'
"80100 j

|"80«
D 40-00 ;
02040
•0-20 j
n-20-o

-394
15.75 18 21 226 24 26 26 2a82758 2631034 3088562 3282069 3*27588

x-avis (mm)

Figure 6.15. The stress field in y-direction Gyy constructed by The Stress

Function (not equidistant)

Y- Sensor read

(MPA)

D180-200
O160-180

140-160
D120-140
•100-120
a 60100

60-80
4(VB0

• 20-40
"0-20
O-20-0 I

1.68

-3.94
1« 2' 22.6 24 25 28 2*82759 29.31034 30.98662 3282089 34.27588

x-axis (mm)

Figure 6.16. The stress field in y-direction Cyy calculated by FEM (not

equidistant)
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Y-Stress Func

Y-axis
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• 50-75
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Figure 6.17. The stress field in y-direction Gyy constructed from

The Stress Function (one array)

Y-8«n*or rvadlnfl

t ':

Y-axis
(mm)

(MPA)

X-axis (mm)

Figure 6.18. The stress field in y-direction Gyy calculated from
FEM (one array)

m
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In each of the stress fields described above, the mode I stress intensity

factor, Ki was calculated using Equation 6.13. The results are shown in

Table 6.1. Here it is seen that there is a good agreement on region II

between the results obtained from finite element analysis and that

obtained from the methodology described in this research. This is

because region I is close to the singularity point, where the term rH/2) in

Equation 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, is dominant and contributes higher

numerical error to the stress field calculation than in region II. With the

knowledge of the crack tip location and stress field around it the SIF

mode I, Ki can be determined to within 15%. Hence, the severity of the

structural component can be assessed.

Table 6.1. Mode I Stress Intensity Factor from the numerical investigation

Sensors Positions

Figure 6.7(region I)

Figure 6.9(region I)

Figure 6.11 (region I)

Figure 6.6(region 11)

Figure 6.8(region II)

Figure 6.10(region II)

SIF from FE
Calculation
(MPA Vm)

20.904

20.904

20.904

20.115

20.115

20.115

SIF from Stress
Function
(MPA Vm)

25.808

24.874

27.783

23.185

20.794

22.444

% Differences

27.335

18.992

32.91

15.262

3.376

11.578

The results from this numerical study can be summarized as follows:

• The location of the crack tip can be predicted by minimizing Equation

6.15. This information can be used to calculate the stress field in the

vicinity of the crack exterior to the array.

• The reconstructed stress field can, then, be used to predict the mode

I stress intensity factor, Ki. As shown in this analysis the stress
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component in region II can be used to determine the Ki value for

integrity assessment.

These findings above will be validated experimentally in the next section.

6.1.4. Experimental Investigation

In this experimental investigation the numerical methodology presented

above will be used to construct the stress/strain field of the test plate of

the various different crack lengths. As the crack on the test plate

develops, the stress/strain field will be re-constructed for every crack

condition. The mode I SIF, Ki then will be calculated in every crack

condition that can be used to determine the residual strength of the test

plate.

A plate with a centered crack was used. An array of strain gauges was

mounted in the vicinity of the crack in region II. The schematic

arrangement of the sensors can be seen in Figure 6.19. The detail of the

strain gauges position is shown in Figure 6.19a. This plate was also used

for experiment described in Chapter 5 in Section 5.3 (see Figure 6.20). At

same pre-determined crack development the MTS machine was stopped

and a 15KN static load was applied to the plate. The static strain field

was measured using the array of strain gauges. This measurement was

performed for the cases where the crack length was at 10mm, 16mm

and 28mm. With the data provided by the gauges the strain fields were

re-constructed using methodology presented in the earlier section.

<!•,
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ionwm-

Strain gau

Crack initiation

400mm

Figure 6.19. Schematic diagram of the experimental investigation of the

(200x400x2)mm3 plate with an initial center crack

D D D D D
D D D D D
D D D D D
D D • D D
D D D D D

Crack Initiati

Figure 6.19a. Detail C, the position of the array of strain gauges

mounted on the plate in the experimental investigation
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The array of
strain gauge

Figure 6.20. The plate specimen of this experimental investigation

6.1.5. Results and Discussions

The strain field from the data from the array of strain gauges is re-

constructed using the stress function. As described in the numerical

methodology in the section 6.1.3, in order to reconstruct the

stress/strain field we need firstly to locate the crack tip by minimizing

Equation 6.15 by moving the origin (X,0) of the stress function. To

correctly located the crack tip in this investigation, the results from

Section 5.4 are incorporated to this methodology to determine the region

for searching the crack tip.
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The results in Section 5.4 have provided the general location of the

damage. For the 10mm crack case the length of interest is 2.5mm to

10mm. By minimizing Equation 6.15 it was found that the minimum

error was found at X=5.75mm (see Figure 6.21). For the second crack

(16mm) the starch region was determined in Section 5.4 to be between

6mm to 20mm. By minimizing Equation 6.15 the minimum error was

found to be at X = 11.5mm (see Figure 6.22). In the last crack (28-mm),

the region of interest is between 11.75mm and 24mm. From the error

analysis of this particular length a minimum error was found in 19.25

mm (see Figure 6.23).

Plot of error of 10mm crack

0.0025 i

0.002 •

C 0.0015 1

£ 0.001

0 0005

The
minimum
value at
5.75 mm

5.5 6.5

ortftn of the •

7.5 85

function (X.O)

9.5 10.5 11.5

Figure 6.21. The plot of error of 10mm crack
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plot of error of J6nun crach
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Figure 6.22. Plot of error of 16mm crack
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Figure 6.23. Plot of error of 28-mm crack
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The results obtained for the location of the crack tip by minimizing

Equation 6.15 is shown in Table 6.2. In this table, the theoretical crack

length due to plasticity is also presented. The apparent crack extension

due to plasticity zone size rp is obtained from Broek(1986)39 using this

following formula:
\2

CT
(6.16)

v <7>s)

a

where a, is the remote stress, aVs is the yield stress that was equal to 41

Mpa for this aluminum plate, and a is the half of crack length.

Table 6.2. The Crack Tip Location

Actual half crack
size a(mm)

5
8
14

Calculated from
Theory (a+rp) (mm)

7.3173
11.954
22.3

Predicted Experiment
(a-»rp) (mm)

5.75
11.5
18.5

The deviation in the predicted crack length from the actual crack length

can be attributed to the plasticity in the crack tip region. The strain

fields inside the array of strain gauges from this experiment are shown

on the Appendix C. The mode I stress intensity factor, Ki was calculated

using Equation 6.13 with the strain value from the reconstructed strain

field inside the array. The position of the mode I stress intensity factor,

Ki calculation point is schematically shown in Figure 6.24. This position

was considered in region II, so the mode I stress intensity factor, Ki

calculation was valid. Using stress-strain relationship Equation 6.14 can

be written as follow:

GX'X' ~ £XX c O S a f Syy silTtf (6.17)

where a=9 was selected to be 60°, as discussed in the numerical

methodology
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Strain gauge^rray

calculation
point

6=60°

Crack tip

ir

)0

Figure 6.24. Schematic diagram of the experimental mode I SIF, Ki

calculation point

The results from this experimental investigation were compared with the

theoretical calculation. The SIF mode I, Ki can be calculated theoretically

by this following equation;

CTyTna (6.18)

where cr is the remote stress

The calculation of the SIF mode I, Ki is then presented in the Table 6.3.

In general, Table 6.3 shows a relatively good agreement between the

results of mode I SIF, Ki calculation obtained from theory and the

experiment that based on the methodology described in the numerical

investigation.
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Table 6.3. Mode I Stress Intensity Factor from the experimental investigation

Crack length
2a (mm)

10
16
28

Measured
crack size

a(mm)
5

8
14

Stress Intensity
Factor K| PaVm

4.95E+06
6.46E+06
9.36E+06

Measured Crack
size with plasticity
zone Correction

(mm)
7.3173
11.954
22.3

Stress Intensity
Factor K, PaVm

5.98E+06
7.90E+06
1.18E+07

Predicted Crack
size from

experiment (mm)
5.75
11.45
18.5

Stress Intensity Factor Kj
from Strain gauge

measurement PaVm
8.87E+06

L 9.18E+06
1.15E+07

Stress Intensity Factor
K| from Stress
Function PaVm

8.98E+06
9.51 E+06
1.14E+07

I
Co

I
Co

0
CO

I
3

I
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Since the length of the crack 2a in the plate can be determined, the

fracture stress (residual strength) of the plate can also be calculated. The

fracture stress can be determined by the formula below39:

_ Kic (6.19)

where Kic is the fracture toughness and a is the half of the crack length

Since the plasticity zone size rp occurred on this experiment the

Equation 6.19 becomes

crc =
Klc (6.20)

In this experimental investigation the fracture toughness of the

Aluminum plate was assumed to be 32MPaVm. The crack lengths 2a

were 10mm, 16mm, and 28mm while the 2(a+rp ) were found to be

11.5mm, 23mm, and 37mm. The relationship between the residual

strength and the crack length calculating from the theory and

experiment are shown in Figure 6.25. In this figure the residual stress is

similar to that proposed by Broek(1986)39. The result showed that the

methodology presented here can be used to predict the residual strength

of the crack plate.
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300 •
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50

Residual strength calculated
based on actual crack size on
the plate

on

Residual strength
calculated based
actual crack size plus
plasticity correction

Predicted residual
strength (from stress
function i.e.
minimizing Eqn 6.15)

10 15 20

Crack lenglh(2a) mm

25 30

Figure 6.25. Relationship between the residual strength Gc and the crack

length 2a

The finding from this experimental investigation can be summarized as

follows;

• The stress/strain field inside the array can be reconstructed by

searching for the minimum error (Equation 6.15). This minimum

error occurs on the location further than the actual crack tip position.

It appears the plasticity zone size rp is included.

Based on the information of the crack tip position and the crack

length the mode I SIF, Ki and residual strength (fracture stress) of the

structural component can be predicted.
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6.2. 3-D Stress Function for Stress Field Construction

In this section, this stress field construction from the array of sensor will

be extended to construct the stress field at the back surface of plate with

the embedded semi-elliptical crack.

The numerical methodology is now extended so that it can be applied to

a thicker structure. A thick plate with an internal surface crack i.e. an

embedded semi-elliptical crack will be modeled. The 2D Airy stress

function would not be used to construct the stress field at the back of

the plate since this problem is a 3D. Hence, a suitable stress function

that satisfied the embedded surface crack condition needed to be found.

The components of the 3D-stress function' are derived in the next

section. By replacing the 2D with the 3D-stress function, the numerical

methodology could be modified and then applied to a plate with an

embedded semi-elliptical crack.

6.2.1. Derivation of the Components of the 3-D Stress Function

In this section the components of the 3D-stress function to be used for

constructing an embedded semi-elliptical crack are derived. The

derivation results in elliptic integral equations that can then, be solved

by analytical formulas. The solutions are in terms of Legendre the 1st

and the 2nd kind elliptic integral and Jacobian elliptic function. The

values of the terms are then calculated numerically. The completed

derivation is shown in Appendix D. The elliptical integral equations

obtained from the derivation and the method for solving them are

presented below.
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Figure 6.26. A plate with a semi-elliptical crack under tension

Consider a plate with a thickness t that has an embedded semi-elliptical

crack as shown in Figure 6.26. The boundary of the semi-elliptical crack is

described by:

*2 y 2

— + 7 7 = 1, z = 0, y > 0
a b~

where a is the semi-major axis and b is the

(6.21)

semi-minor axis of the ellipse.

The components of the 3D-stress function CTxx , azz and ^ at the back

surface of the plate are presented below :

ry =2G
dx2dz dx2

dy2 (6.22)
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= 2G (6.23)

7- =2G (6.24)

where G is the shear modulus.

From Shah and Kobayashi (1971)40 the harmonic stress function <j> can be

represented as:

P 9

i=0 j=0

(6.25)

where f
(a2 + s) (b2+s)

By substituting Equation 6.25 into Equation 6.22 the following equation is

obtained:

? + y+i)(/+yX/>y-i)+

(4r2)(/

5 S
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p q

3,v*vJ£^r

>{i+J) (s)ds

\s)ds (6.26)

By substituting Equation 6.25 into Equation 6.23 the following equation
obtained

i s

O\~ = 2G\

£__2_

(6.27)

By substituting Equation 6.25 into Equation 6.24 the following equation
obtained

i s

AT ^i+j)-h

(6.28)
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To solve these integral equations, the transformation formula from Byrd

and Friedman (1954)41 is used . This formula is used to transform the

integral equation into the elliptic function integral,

ft (6.29)

where R(t) is any rational function of t, and

n 2 a-c ,2 b-c
Sn u , k =

t - c a-c

2 ,,2 . ,2j = r , k -\-k , cp =
a-c

= sin snu j=s in^

In case for the integral equations above the follov/ing conditions must be
satisfied;

a = 0, b = -b2, c = -a2, t = s, y = I

After the transformation, the following recursive formula (also from Byrd

and Friedman (1954)) for the Jacobian function are used:

f sn'udu f „ 2/ll

J r̂ — = Jsn unc una udu

and

7 r-7lsn"+]uncp-]und2'"-\< + \p-n-2 + [n -2p + 4- 2m)k2}
(p - \)ka l l J

\snn unc"'2 undlm udu + k2(p-n + 2m - 3)\sn"uncp~Aund2f"udu\
' (6.(6.30)

p*\

The analytical calculations from the integrals are presented at Appendix D.

The calculations of the Legendre elliptic integral of the 1st kind, F((p,k)=ul

and the 2nd kind, E(ul) and the Jacobian elliptic functions snul , cnul,
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dnui are done numerically using recipe (see Appendix D) from Press, W.H

et al(1992)42. The analytical calculations of the integrals combined with the

numerical program of the elliptic integral and functions that are

incorporated into the Equation 6.26, 6.27 and 6.28 are the core of this new

algorithm.

6.2.2. Numerical Investigations

To evaluate this algorithm the following numerical work was conducted. As

test cases 12 mild steel plate of length 120 mm, width 120 mm and

thickness 20 mm were modeled using 3D FE models. Each of the plate had

an embedded semi-elliptical crack with b/t= 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5 and b/a= 0.2,

0.4, 0.6, where a, b, and t are the semi-minor, semi-major axis of the

ellipse and the thickness of the plate respectively. The remote stress in the

Z direction was 69600 MPa. The mesh design of the FE model on the crack

surface was based on Raju-Newmans(1980)43 work. An example of the 3D

FE model of the plate can be seen in Figure 6.27 and the detailed surface

crack element is shown in Figure 6.27a. Two arrays of sensor points (each

is 6 rows x 12 columns) are at the back surface of the plate where the

embedded semi-elliptical crack between them. Figure 6.28 shows a

schematic representation of this case study while the detail of position of

the sensor points is shown in Figure 6.28a.

To simulate readings from arrays of sensors, the stresses/strains of these

FEM calculations at the back surface of the plates were used as input into

the stress field algorithm. The stress value at each sensors point was

evaluated. These sensor readings acted as the sensor output of the array

from which the entire stress field inside the array was constructed by the

new algorithm. The stress field predicted by the algorithm with the model

input was then compared with the FEM results.
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Back surface
of the plate

The surface crack region

Figure 6.27. Half plate 3D FE model of the investigation

Section A-

Position deepest point of the
a . . ' where the center of
jhe 3D-stress function was
selected

120mm

20mm

Figure 6.27a. Detailed element of the surface crack
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Figure 6.28. Two identical arrays of sensors (each is 6 rows x 12 columns)
at the back surface of the plate with an embedded semi-elliptical crack in

between them

Figure 6.28a. Detail D, the position of the sensor point measurement on the
plate in numerical investigation
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6.2.3 Results and Discussion

The results from this numerical investigation are presented in this section.

All the stress fields inside the array of this numerical investigation were

constructed using the (derived) 3D-stress function in the previous section.

The origin of the stress function (X,0,Z) was selected in the position of the

deepest point of the crack i.e. (60,0,20). This is shown schematically in

Figure 6.27a and 6.28.

For the plate that has an embedded semi-elliptical of b/a=0.2 with b/t=

0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.5, the stress field in Z-direction obtained from a set of

finite element results are shown in Figure 6.29, 6.31, 6.33 and 6.35, while

the stress fields that are constructed with the 3D stress function are

presented in Figure 6.30, 6.32, 6.34 and 6.36. It can be seen from those

figures that the derived 3D-stress function is be able to construct the stress

field inside the array of the sensors in relatively accurately with the stress

field from the finite element calculation.
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Figure 6.29. Stress field in Z-direction

calculated from FEM

(Pa)

B28120000-29140000
n 29100000 29120000
029080000-29100000
• 29060000-290fl0000
029040000-29060000
0 29020030-29040000
• 29000000-29020000
a 28980000-29000000
• 28960000-28380000
028940000-28860000
• 28920000-28940000
Q2S9OOOOO-2S92OOO0

for b/a=0.2, b/t=0.1,

S.P pr«l(ction,b/««Oi, bft«0.1

Z-axl«(m(

(Pa)

B 29120000-29140000
D2910OM0-2B12O0O0
029080000-29100000
• 2906000O-2BOBOD00
• 29040000-29080000
• 29020000-2B04 0000
O 29000000-29020000
• 28960000-29000000
028980000-28960000
D 28940000-28980000
• 28920000-28940000
D 2890OO0O-28S2C0O0

Figure 6.30. Stress field in Z-direction cr2z for b/a=0.2, b/t=0.1, constructed

from The Stress Function
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Figure 6.31. Stress field in Z-direction

calculated from FEM

, Wt=0.2

o o o
X-axis(m)

(Pa)

• 28700000-29600030
029500300-29700000
• 2930000039500000

• 28000000-29100000
• 28700000-28800300
• 2850X00-28700000

for b/a=0.2, b/t=0.2,

(Pa)

• 20700000-29900000
• 29500000-29700000
B 29300000-29500000
D 29100000-28300000
• 28900000-29100000
• 28700000-28900000
• 28500000-28700000

Figure 6.32. Stress field in Z-direction vzz for b/a=0.2, b/t=0.2,

constructed from The Stress Function
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(Pa)

Z-tuds(m)

Figure 6.33. Stress field in Z-direction <jzz for b/a=0.2, b/t-0.4,

calculated from FEM

S.P pr»dlctton,W*«O.Z,

(Pa)

Figure 6.34. Stress field in Z-direction azz for b/a=0.2, b/t=0.4,

constructed from The Stress Function
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P.E. t>/«-O.2,b/t-0.S

Z-axj<(m)

(Pa)
• 37500000-38000000

• 37O0D0O0-375O00OO

• 39500000-37000000

• 39000000-39500000

0 3550X00-36000000

• 35000000-35500000

D 34500000-35000000

0 34000000-34500000

D33SOUOOO-34000000

• 33000000-33500000

D325OOOOO-33O0D0OO

• 32000000-32600000

• 31500000-32000000

• 31000000-31500000

B 30500000-31000000

Q30O0O0OO-3O5O00O0

X-a«fc<m)

Figure 6.35. Stress field in Z-direction CTzz for b/a=0.2, b/t=0.5,

calculated from FEM

Wl-0.5

X-o>d»(m)

(Pa)

• 375OO00O-3SO0O000
• 37UOOOOO-373OOO0O

36500000-37000000

• 36000030-30500000
• 35500000-39000000

• 3SO0OO0O-359OO000

• 34500000-35000000
• 34000000-34500000
• 33500000-34000000
• 33000000-33500030

• 32SOOO0O-33O0OO00
• 32O0OOOO-325OM00
D3150OO00-320O3000
031000000-31500000
030500000-31000000
D 3OO0O00O-3O5OO000

Figure 6.36. Stress field in Z direction cizz for b/a=0.2, b/t=0.5,

constructed from The Stress Function
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For the plate that has an embedded semi-elliptical of b/a=0.4 with b/t=

0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.5, the stress fields in Z-direction obtained from a set of

finite element results are shown in Figure 6.37, 6.39, 6.41 and 6.43, while

the stress fields that are constructed with the 3D stress function are

presented in Figure 6.38, 6.40, 6.42 and 6.44. In Figure 6.37 and 6.38 the

constructed stress field of the stress function is slight different from the

finite element calculation. However, when the thickness ratio b / t increase

to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.5 the constructed stress field inside the array of the

sensors are in a good agreement with the stress field from the finite element

calculation (see Figure 6.39 to 6.44).
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FE ,WaB0.4,b/M>.1

(Pa)

Z-ul«(m)

• 29090000-29100000
• 29080000-29090000
• 29070000-29080000
• 29060000-29070000
• 29050000-29030000
028040000-29050000
• 29030000-29040000
Q 29020000-290X000
• 29010000-23020000
• 29000000-29010000
• 28990300-29000000
028830000-23990000
• 26970000-28980000
• 28960000-28870000
n 28950000-28960000

Figure 6.37. Stress field in Z-direction aZ2 for b/a=0.4, b / t -0 .1 ,

calculated from FEM

S.F pt»<l(ctioD,Wa=0.4,

Z-ari9(m)

Figure 6.38. Stress field in Z-direction Gzz for b/a=0.4, b/t=O. 1,

constructed from The Stress Function
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Figure 6.39. Stress field in Z-direction

calculated from FEM

(Pa)

• 29550000-29600000

• 28400000-26450000
• 29350000-29400000
• 29 300000-2f> w r i m

D2915"
• 29100000-291

2 a p 5 0 « 1

028600000-28850000

for b/a=0.4, b/t=0.2,

S.P prediction, W«=0.4,

Z-ojdi(m}

(Pa)
• 28S50000-29600O00
• 2850000O-2B550O00

• 29400OJO-294S0O00
B 29350000-294 00OO0
029300000-29350000

• 29200000-29250000
• 29150000-29200000

• 29000000-29050000

• 28650000-28900000
JS2BSO0O0O-28850OOQ

Figure 6.40. Stress field in Z-direction Ozz for b/a=0.4, b/t=0.2,

constructed from The Stress Function
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, b/t=0.4

Z-oxis(m)

(Pa)
D 31500000-3 JOOOOOO

• 31000000-31500000
Q3O5O00OO-31CKX)OO0
• 3C000QOO-3DS0O00O

• 20500000-30000000
• 290000DO-29SOOOOO
B2S&O0aOO-2SO0OOO0
O 280000OO-2850OOO0

Figure 6.41. Stress field in Z-direction Gzz for b/a=0.4, b/t=0.4,

calculated from FEM

S.P pr»dtetion,b/a»0.4, btfOA

Z-«xls(m)

(Pa)

D31S0O00O-3200OO0O
• 3100000O-31500O00
03060000031000000
• 3O0O000O-3OSO3O00
• 28S0000O-30000O00
029000000-29500000
928500000-29000000

|O;BOOOOOO-2850QOOO|

Figure 6.42. Stress field in Z-direction Gzz for b/a=0.4, b/t=0.4,

constructed from The Stress Function
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, bft-0.6

167

(Pa)

Z-tuds(m)

Figure 6.43. Stress field in Z-direction azz for b/a=0.4, b/t=0.5, calculated

from FEM

(Pa)
• 33S0000O3400CXXX)

• 330000OO-3350O000
03250000033000000
• 32000000-32500000
031500030-32000000
• 31000000-31500000
D 30500000-31000000
• 30000000-30500000
• 29500000-30000000
• 29000000-29500000
• 26500000-29000000
028000000-28500000

Figure 6.44. Stress field in Z-direction ozz for b/a=0.4, b/t=0.5, constructed

from The Stress Function
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For the plate that has an embedded semi-elliptical of b/a=0.6 with b/t=

0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.5, the stress field in Z-direction obtained from a set of e

finite element results are shown in Figure 6.45, 6.47, 6.49 and 6.51, while

the stress fields that are constructed with the 3D stress function are

presented in Figure 6.46, 6.48, 6.50 and 6.52. It can be seen from those

figures the derived 3D-stress function is also be able to construct the stress

field inside the array of the sensors in a relatively good agreement with the

stress field from the finite element calculation.

The stress field results from the numerical investigation above have shown

the ability of the 3D stress function that was derived in Section 6.2.1 to

construct the stress field. However, for the case of b/t =0.1 with b/a=0.4

and 0.6 the stress function construction appears to be different with the

calculation from FEM. This is because the crack is relatively small. This

may be a limitation of this technique to construct the stress field.
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FE,b/a-O.S,bft«0.1

(Pa)
Z-anjs(m) 028030000-29040000

• 29020000-20530000
O 29010000-28020000
028000000-29010000
1128890000-29003000
028980000-28990000

Figure 6.45. Stress field in Z-direction Gzz for b/a=0.6, b/t=0.1, calculated

from FEM

S.F pr»<!totten,b/a»0.6, b/t"0.1

(Pa)

Z-«)ds(m)

D 29030000-29040000
• 29020000-29030000
D2S01OO0O-29O2OO0O
029000000-20010000
• 28990000-29000000
D 28960000-28890000

Figure 6.46. Stress field in Z-direction azz for b/a=0.6, b/t=O. 1,

constructed from The Stress Function
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ooa

0 05237

-0 08

X-axl«(m)

(Pa)

• 2S250000-29300000
• 29200000-29260000
029150000-29200000
• 29100000-29150000
• 29050000-29100000
• 29000000-29050000
• 28950000-29000000
028900000-28050000

Figure 6.47. Stress field in Z-direction azz for b/a=0.6, b/t=0.2, calculated

from FEM

3.F predlction,b/a*O.S, bIKOJ

-0.08

(Pa)

• 292 50000-29300000

• 29200000-29250000

D 29160000-29200000

• 29100000-29150000

• 29050000-29100000

029000000-20050000

• 28950O0O-29O0O0O0

D 28900000-28850000

Figure 6.48. Stress field in Z-direction aZz for b/a=0.6, b/t=0.2, constructed

from The Stress Function
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FE, b/a>0.6, bttPOA

Z-ajris(m)

S 5 S
d 6

X-aidt(m)

(Pa)

B303DOOOO-30500000
• 30100OO0-303O0OO0
D 29900000-30100000
• 2B70OOOO-299COOOO
029500000-29700000
• 29300000-29500000
Q2B1O0OOO-293O0OO0
028900000-29100000
B 2S7D0O0O-2S8O0OO0
026500000-28700000

Figure 6.49. Stress field in Z-direction <Jzz for b/a=0.6, b/t=0.4,

calculated from FEM

S.F pwdlction,Wa*0.e,b/t=0.4

Z-nxi»(m) (Pa)
D 3O3O000O-3O50O0OO
• 30100000-30300000
029900000-30100000
• 29700000-29600000
• 29500000-29700000
• 29300000-29500000
• 28100000-23300000
• 28900000-29100000
• 28700000-28900000
D2S5O000O-2870O00O

Figure 6.50. Stress field in Z-direction aZz for b/a=0.6, b/t=0.4,

constructed from The Stress Function
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F.E, b/a«*.S, b/t=0.6

Z-axis(m)

X-ut*4m)

(Pa)
0 30700000-30900000
• 30500000-30700000
B 30300000-30500000

• 30100000-30300000
0 29900000-30100000
• 297 00000-29900000
O 29500000-29700000

• 29300000-29500000
029100000-28303000
D 28900000-29100000
• 28700000-28800000
D 28500000-28700000

Figure 6.51. Stress field in Z-direction CTZZ for b/a-0.6, b/t=0.5,

calculated from FEM

S.F pri<lietion,b/a>0.6, b/f O.t

Z-ads(m)

(Pa)
B 30700000-30800000
D 30500000-30700000
030300000-30500000
• 30100000-30300000
• 29900000-30100000
• 29700000-29900000
• 29500000-29700000
• 29300000-29500000
• 29100000-29300000
028900000-29100000
028700000-28900000
• 28500000-28700000

Figure 6.52. Stress field in Z-direction oZz for b/a=0.6, b/t=0.5,

constructed from The Stress Function
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| [ 25000000
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| 30000000
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I 15000000
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—(bl»«0.2)ThtSF
M

SF

:>—(b/»sO.6)The SF
9—(b/«*0 6)FEM

0 2 0 3 0 4
Thlckn.. . ratio (b/l)

Figure 6.53. Comparison between the calculation from FEM and constructed from The

Stress Function in thickness ratio versus maximum stress in Z-direction azz for b/a=0.2,

0.4. 0.6

The maximum stress in Z-direction Gzz is found to be in the middle region

of the sensor (see Figure 6.27a and 6.28). This is the closest region to the

embedded semi-elliptical crack. The graphs of the maximum stresses in Z-

direction aZzS are presented in Figure 6.53. It can be seen from this figure

the graphs are in a good agreement. The highest gradient of the maximum

stress plot occurs at b/a=0.2. The gradient of the plot is inversely-

proportional to the b/a (semi-minor/major-axis) ratio. The highest

maximum stress is found to be at the plate with the b/a ratio equals to 0.2

and the thickness ratio b/ t equal to 0.5. This is particularly true because at

that condition the structural component has the largest embedded semi-

elliptical crack. The percentages of differences between the maximum

stresses (TZZS calculated from FEM and reconstructed from the stress

function are shown in Table 6.4. The results from the table show a good

agreement between them with a maximum error 3%.



Table 6.4. Percentage differences of the maximum stresses azzs calculated from FEM and reconstructed frorn the stress

function

b/t
0
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.5

(b/a=0.2) From
Stress Function

Prediction
-

29100000
29600000
33000000
37000000

(b/a=0.2)
From FEM
29000000
29150000
30000000
34000000
38000000

% difference
_

0.171526587
1.333333333
2.941176471
2.631578947

(b/a=0.4) From
Stress Function

Prediction
-

29020000
29250000
31000000
32500000

(b/a=0.4)
From FEM
29000000
29080000
29500000
31500000
33500000

% difference
-

0.206327373
0.847457627
1.587301587
2.985074627

(b/a=0.6) From
Stress Function

Prediction
-

29060000
29200000
30200000
30400000

(b/a=0.6)
From FEM
29000000
29040000
29250000
30600000
31000000

% difference
-

0.06887052
0.17094017
1.30718954
1.93548387
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To detect the development of the embedded semi-elliptical crack in a

structural component it is recommended to mount an array of sensors on

the region where the semi-elliptical crack is most likely to occur on the

structural component. The maximum stress is, then, calculated by the 3D-

stress function based on the results from the sensor reading. The changes

in the value of this maximum stress azz represent changes of the b / t and

b/a ratios.

6.3. Concluding Remarks

This chapter has shown the ability of the stress function to construct the

stress field by making use of the array of sensors. The findings from the

first section of this chapter can be summarized as follow.

• The location of the crack tip can be predicted by minimizing Equation

6.15. This information can be used to calculate the stress field in the

vicinity of the crack exterior to the array.

• The reconstructed stress field can be used to predict the mode I stress

intensity factor, Ki. As shown in this analysis the stress component in

region II can also be used to determine the Ki value for integrity

assessment.

• The result in this section can be used to refine the location of the crack

tip results from Section 5.4.

• The stress/strain field inside the array can be reconstructed by

searching of the minimum error (Equation 6.15). This minimum error

occurs on the location further than the actual crack tip position. It

appears the plasticity zone size rp is included.
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• Based on the information of the crack tip position and the crack length

the mode I SIF, Ki and residual strength (fracture stress) of the

structural component can be predicted.

For the second section of this chapter the major findings are:

• A derivation of a suitable 3D-stress function, which satisfied the

embedded semi-elliptical crack condition. This derived stress function

has been proved to be appropriate since it can be used to re-

construct the stress field interior to the array of sensors.

• In case of b/t =0.1 with b/a=0.4 and 0.6 the stress function

construction appears to be different with the calculation from FEM.

This is because the crack is relatively small. This may be a limitation

of this technique to construct the stress field.

• The maximum stress in Z-direction Gzz appears to be in the middle

region of the sensor, which is the closest region to the embedded

semi-elliptical crack. The maximum percentage of difference between

the maximum stresses czzs calculated from FEM and reconstructed

from the stress function is found to be 3%.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The main findings of this work can be divided into two parts. In the first

part of the work, a methodology was described whereby the approximate

location of a crack can be estimated using an array of PZT sensors-

actuators. The main conclusions of the part of the work are:

(i) The findings from the numerical investigation can be summarised as

follows:

The application of the array sensor-actuator can be used

satisfactorily to locate the damage, and to monitor the growth of the

damage.

The modal response can be used to determine the presence of a crack

by the shift of the modal frequency when the crack occurs between the

sensor and the actuator.

However, the investigation has to be conducted at a sufficiently high

frequency domain (i.e. up to 100KHz) to allow for the tracking of the

reduction of the frequency in the higher modes.

To address the concern of "noisy " spectrum the concept of the R-

curve was introduced. This R-curve is obtained by integrating the TF

response in a lower range frequency. This analysis was conducted

prior to the appearance of the first dominant mode of the frequency

response of the structure.

Based on the R-curve results it was shown that an array sensor-

actuator can be used to detect and locate the damage. This can be

augmented or confirmed by another set of data generated from the

sensor-actuator pairs located away from the damage (as in BnCn).

The sensitivity analysis of the rows of sensors-actuators can be used

to estimate the location the damage/crack.
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• The approximate location of the crack tip can be confirmed by

examining the reduction of R-Curve in a particular cross-pair and

comparing it with the neighboring cross-pairs.

(ii) The findings from the experimental investigation can be summarized

as follows:

• The R-curve method is able to detect and localize the damage on a

structural component. By taking the direct-TF of every pair on the

mounted sensor-actuator rows (in this experiment is first used AnBn

and the results is confirmed by BnCn) the approximate location of the

damage can be determined. Based on the information from this

direct-TF the position of the damage location can then be confirmed

by the cross-TF to approximately locate the crack tip.

In the second part of this work, a numerical algorithm was presented to

refine the prediction of the location of the crack tip estimated in the

previous section. From the knowledge of the location of the crack tip, the

mode I stress intensity factor, Ki can then be calculated using a fracture

mechanics methodology.

The main findings of the part of the work are:

• The location of the crack tip can be predicted by minimizing Equation

6.15. This information can be used to calculate the stress field in the

vicinity of the crack exterior to the array.
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• The reconstructed stress field can be used to predict the mode I

stress intensity factor, Kj. As shown in this analysis the stress

component in region II can also be used to determine the Ki value for

integrity assessment.

• In the experimental investigation, to refine the location of the crack

tip the results from Section 5.5 are incorporated to the numerical

methodology.

• The stress/strain field inside the array can be reconstructed by

searching of the minimum error (Equation 6.15). This minimum error

occurs on the location further than the actual crack tip position. It

appears the plasticity zone size rp is included.

• Based on the information of the crack tip position and the crack

length the mode I SIF, Ki and residual strength (fracture stress) of the

stillctural component can be predicted.

The numerical methodology can be also extended in a thick structure,

which has the finding as follows:

• A derivation of a suitable 3D-stress function, which satisfied the

embedded semi-elliptical crack condition. This derived stress

function has been proved to be appropriate since it can be used to

re-construct the stress field interior to the array of sensors.

• In case of b / t =0.1 with b/a=0.4 and 0.6 the stress function

construction appears to be different with the results from FEM.

This is because the crack is relatively small and may be a

limitation of this technique to construct the stress field.

• The maximum stress in Z-direction azz appears to be in the middle

region of the sensor, which is the closest region to the embedded

semi-elliptical crack. The maximum percentage of difference
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between the maximum stresses azzs calculated from FEM and

reconstructed from the stress function is found to be 3%.

Based on all findings above this research has demonstrated a potential

technique of pipeline monitoring which combines:

• An active system for in-situ monitoring, using an active element PZT

as a sensor/actuator, in conjunction with a passive sensor such as a

strain gauge.

• A suitable stress function based algorithm that detects and assesses

the damage levels present in the structure by evaluating structural

response data acquired from bonded sensors such as PZT patches

and strain gauges.

Recommendations of the future research work to continue this field of

structural monitoring are as follows:

• Numerical and experimental investigation of the accuracy of the R-

curve method to locate various types of crack (through crack,

surface crack) and their positions relative to the pair of PZT

sensors-actuators.

• Numerical and experimental investigation of the effect of external

disturbance such as temperature irregularity, mechanical

disturbance to the result from the PZT sensor-actuator pair.

• The R-curve method should be evaluated for detecting cracks in a

thick structure. This then, can be incorporated to the stress field

reconstruction algorithm for semi-elliptical crack, which are quite

common in a thick structure.

• Study of the support tool to incorporate this R-Curve method and

the numerical methodology for the integrity assessment into the

remotely structural monitoring system (data acquisition and

transmission by computer system).
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APPENDIX A. Specifications of Piezoelectric single sheet-5A

T107-A4E-60229

72.58mm

nickel electrodes
both sides

72.58mm r

Figure A.I. A single sheet of PZT T107-A4E-602

In this research a single sheet of PZT that is shown in Figure A. 1 was cut

into several pieces of the required dimensions. Then, they were mounted to

the Al bar specimen and test plate to be used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5.

The general specifications of this T107-A4E-602 are shown below:

• Thickness

• Capacitance

• Composition

• Relative Dielectric Constant

• Piezoelectric Strain Coefficient

•

• Piezoelectric Voltage Coefficient

• Coupling Coefficient

• Polarisation Field

0.0075mm

430nF (±10%)

Lead Zirconate Titanate

KT3= 1800(@lkHz)

d33 = 390 x 10-12 Meters/Volt

d3i = -190 x 10-12 Meters/Volt

g33 = 24.0 x 10-3 Volt Meters/Volt

g3i = -11.60 x 10-3 Volt Meters/Volt

k3 3= 0.72

k3j = 0.32

Ep = 2.0 x 106 Volts/ Meters
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• Initial depolarisation Field

• Density

• Mechanical Q

• Elastic Modulus

0

• Thermal Expansion Coefficient

• Curie Temperature

Ec = 5.0 x 105 Volts/ Meters

7800 kg/Meter3

80

gE
 3 = 5.2 x 1010 Newtons/Meter2

gE i = 6.6 x 1010 Newtons/Meter2

~4xlO-° Meters/Meter°C

350 °C
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APPENDIX B. Pipeline data design:

This line will be located in the seabed with depth of 145m.

The wave magnitude for design purpose is 13m.19

The materials will be used for this pipeline are20:

a) API L X-65 outer diameter 965.2 mm and wall thickness 31.75 mm

b) API L X-80 outer diameter 762 mm and wall thickness 19.05 mm

The mechanical properties of the pipe-steel21:

Grade of
steel

X-65
X-80

ay (MPa)
Yield
Strength

447
541

au (MPa)
Ultimate
Tensile
Stress

596
658

Charpy
Energy
(J/mm2)

0.96
2.01

DWTT
Energy
(J/mm2)

3.55
7.06

Modulus
E (GPa)

200
200

CTOAc
(critical
Crack Tip
Opening
Angle
8.68
11.13

The maximum pressure (Pmax) that allowed to prevent ductile fracture is

calculated with this following formula4:

Praax=(2h/D)(CTOAc / C)a (Ep a0
5) / (D/h)E

Pmax is thesame unit as the modulus, E, other constants provided in table

below:

Paramete
r
C
a

P
5
E

Lower Bound
(Methane)
106
0.653
0.492
0.508
0.425

Upper Bound
(Rich Gas)
670
0.551
0.649
0.351
0.535
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The results of the calculations are presented below:

11

pure gas
rich gas

material
x-65
x-80

Fwstis(GPa)
0.6786
0.6786

0.77935
0.77935

Hydrostatic pressure
(rho*g*depth)(MPa)

1.457513356

C(Pr)
106
670

h(mm)thkns
31.75
19.05

Pmax(MPa)
33.48346437
26.24467068
28.57840644
20.73414431

material
x-65(pure)
x-65(rich)
x-80(pure)
x-80(rich)

alp(Pr)
0.653
0.551

D(mm)dmtr
965.2

762

material
x-65(pure)
x-65(rich)
x-80(pure)
x-80(rich)

total Press (Mpa)
32.02595101
24.78715732
27.12089308
19.27663095

bet(Pr)
0.492
0.649

CTOAc(deg)
8.68

11.13

material
x-65
x-80

Hoop Stress(Mpa)
486.7944553
376.7647913
542.4178616
385.532619

del(pr)
0.508
0.351

E(GPa)mdls
200
200

R/t
15.2

20

strain
0.00243397
0.00188382
0.00271209
0.00192766

ep(Pr)
0.425
0.535

yld str(MPa)
447
541

note:

UTS(MPa)
597
658

thin cylinder
thin cylinder

microstrain
2433.97228
1883.82396
2712.08931
1927.6631

I
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A P P E N D I X C: The Comparisons of the Strain Fields Inside the

Array of Sensors between Strain Gauge Reading and the 2-D Stress

Function

Figure C.I and C.2 show the Y-direction strain, 8yy for 10mm crack using

data provided from the array of strain gauges. It is evident that there is a

good agreement between the strain field measured from the strain gauges

and that reconstructed by the stress function. This re-constructed strain

field is based on the minimum error value in Figure 6.21.

Figure C.4 shows the strain field, syy reconstructed by the stress function

technique for 16mm crack. This reconstructed strain field is based on the

minimum error value in Figure 6.22. Here, the agreement with that strain

gauge results (Figure C.3) is relatively good.

The reconstructed strain field, eyy for 28mm crack using data provided from

the array of strain gauges is shown in Figure C.6. This reconstructed strain

field is based on the minimum error value in Figure 6.23. The results

agreed well with the ones obtained from the sensor measurements (Figure

C.5).
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[10mm crack Q (S.TS.0)] SG

(|a strain)

375 73

430-500

D46TH80

O441H90

O430-*40

HWH7C

1360400

I36O3TO

340-380

I330-3«O

30O-3W

780-300

34^260

220-MO

UOO-3J0

IEO-700

1B0-1.

140160

170140

100-170

K M 00

160-80

140-60

J 70-40

07C

Figure C. 1. Strain field in Y-direction sVy from strain gauge measurement

(10mm crack length)

[10 rnn crack Q |».75,0|] W (^strain)

O380400

36038(1

• 34a SO

320 MO

i MA 300

• 180 300

• 160180

• 140160

• 120 MO

nioai?o

•K im

DCO 80

•40-60

Figure C.2. Constructed Strain field in Y-direction 8yy from stress function

with origin of (5.75mm,0)
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I1«mmcrack® (11.6,0)] SO

23 -20.325 -17.55 -14.75 14.75 17.55 20.325 23

Y-wdi<mn)

(listrain)

13 550-600
• 500-550
O 450-500
S 400-450
D 350-400
• 300-350
O 250-300
• 200-260
• 150-200
a 100-150
B50-100
• 0-50

Figure C.3. Strain field in Y-direction eyy from strain gauge measurement

(16mm crack length)

[1 Cmmcrack® (11.6,0)] Sf

Y-ani(mn)

•25
-23 -20.325 -17.5S -14.75 14.'.'5 17.55 20.325 23

X-tMds(mn)

(listrain)

0550-600
0 500-550
0 450-500
• 400-450
D350-400

300-350
a 250-300
• 200-250
• 150-200
a 100-150
a so-100
• 0-50

Figure C.4. Strain field in Y-direction eyv constructed from the Stress

Function with origin of (11.5,0)
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(^strain)

[28mm crack @ (18.5.0)] SO

23 -20.325 -17.56 -14.75 14.76 17.55 2032S 23

O 540-660

I15ZD-&40

OSOO-620

• 480400

O 460-480

• 440-460

• 420440

• 400-420

• 3KO-3SO

0340-360

• 12O-340

• 300-320

• 2S0-3O0

• 2EO480

• 240-260

• 220-240

D 200-220

• 180-200

• 160-180

• 140-160

• 120-140

D100-120

• 80-100

• 6040

D 40-60

• 20-40

0 0-20

Figure C.5. Strain field in Y-direction syy from strain gauge measurement

(28mm crack length)

[28mm crack g (18.5,0)] SF

(jxstrain)

Y-«xtKmm)

DM0.680
0520.540
D 500-520

480-500
D 460-4 BO
D 440-480
D420-440
Q40O-420
D 380-400
0360-380
DJ40-J60

320340
• 300-320

280.300
• 260-280
• 240-260
• 220-240
• 200-220

1 BO-200

160-180

Q140-180

120-140

O10O-120

80-100

• 60-80

D 40-60

B 20-40

•0 -20

Figure C.6. Strain field in Y-direction eyy constructed from the Stress

Function with origin of (18.5mm,0)
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APPENDIX D: ON THE USE OF THE 3D-STRESS FUNCTION TO
MONITOR AN EMBEDDED SEMI-ELLIPTICAL CRACK IN A
THICKPLATE

The components of 3-D stress function to be used on monitoring an

embedded semi-elliptical crack will be derived. The derivation will lead to

solving elliptic integral equations by analytical formulas. The solutions will

then in terms of Legendre 1st and 2nd kind elliptic integral (F((p,k)=ul and

E(ul)) and Jacobian elliptic function (snul, cnul and dnul). The values of

the terms will be calculated numerically. These derived components of

stress function will be acted as a fitting curve of a point reading of an array

of sensors at the back surface of a thick plate that has an internal semi-

embedded crack. This study is the continuation of the previous numerical

work38.

The suitable 3D harmonic potential function40 <j> is represented in:

p <?

i=0y=0
(1)

where :

00

y{n) = Ca>n(s)ds

co(s) = 1 - •
x2 y2 z2

(b2+s)

Q(s) = s(a2 + s)(b2 + s)

Only 2 of the normal stresses axx, CJZZ, and 1 shear stress
The stresses are3;

are on interest.

<T = 2G
d2<f>

XX dx2dz dx2 dy1

(2)
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CJZ

d2<j>

(3)

Tx:
= 2G

' dz2dx
(4)

Where G is the shear modulus

Rewrite (2) by using (1)

G = 2G
XX

,(-8 C 4^7 \ J -

(-2) =a)V+J)(s)ds-

,co{i+i)(s)ds

(5)
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After expanding with / + j < 4 , and replacing the integral terms with A,

H, J, B, K, D the equation above becomes;

(7 XX

2 r 2 | 60C04
cy dy2dy2

d)'2 dy3

dxdy dxd)'

d)>4

dx dx2dy

dx'-dy dx dx3d}> dx

dx dxdy

dx2dy

dxdy'

dx3 dx3dy

dx1 dx2dv

4xl B
dy"

'•B +

dxdy2 ' "*"' dxdy3 ~ ' "~~" dx2

dx2dy

dx2dy
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- 4 ? 7
dy dy-

K + 5C04 y>K +

2C10
dx dxdy

dy- dy'

dxdy2 dxdy dx2

dW(s)i

dx2dy2 ' av
3 dxldy

dx2dy

-D

Then , deriving the <on this equation becomes :

<T =2G

y^ xx

A2 1052OC04 , A ^ + 3 840C22 + 10520C40 I +

-12C02 't/ +1440CQ4 / ^ I -5760/C04

[ 2 j

(6)

(b2
+sj

\ - 2 8 8 0 A 7 C 1 3

)

- 96OA-2C22T S-

-12C20

=- + 288A-C3OT——^ - 2U0xyC31 -, S- =- +

j ( 2 j ( p f
1440C40
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-2
W+s

4co(s)
J + 4C03

48/

{(b2+sf (b2
+sj)

J +

. fl2Sw(s)
3C04 -? ^ -

384v4 1 ( -2x ]
+ T ^ r - \J + 2C10 f- \ \J + 3C11 - ^

8.vv
\

J
J + 4C12

384.vy3 5\2xyco{s)
^ T - - w

8A- 2 4a>(s) 1 ,

5C22
384*V

+ 4C30I
Jl2xco{s) 48A-3

J + 5C31

384.Y4

J

J +

14400)4 -5760}>2C04 B

£

(b2
+sj

-12C20/ f \+96yC2\

- 960A-

1440C40

£• - 960 v 2 C 2 2

(b2+s\a2+sj
- 5760x2C40

B
 v, - 2 8 8 0 A - J C 3 1

- 4 / 7 COO A' + 2| - ^ - \K + 3C02
U 2 J

K + 4CO3
48/

K +
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^1^+4^ | > M ^

5C13 A' + 3C20 M4 + 4C21! 2tya>{s)
K

5C22
o2 (s) _ 3S4x2y2

+ 4C30
48A-3

K + 5C3\\
3 8 4 A-3;-

5C40
1088A-2W(5) 384X 4 .„

• + -. rr \KW-)fJ

- 12C02/ . ^ \ + 288>'C03
62 ,2 1?

[b +<)

'^T - 5760/C04
[b +s (b2

+s

(p+Tp+T)\-2880jcyC13 7 TT ^

(a2
+s{b2

+sj

- 96O.v2C227 w =• - 960y2C22 + 288AC3Q, ° ^ - 288(^31

1440C40

(7)

By replacing all the completed integral terms with IntN, where N is the
integral number.

The Equation 7 can be written as:

Q- = 2G[- JC2Z2 (l 0520C04/«rl 5 + 3840C22/AI/1 6 + 1O520C407/J/17)

4s2 (- 12C02//?43 1440C04(//?/44 - x2lnt\ 7 - y2lnt 46 - z2IntSJ- 5160y2C04Int46 +
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96xCl 27/7/48 - 2880;cyCl 37/7/21 - \2C20Int49 + 96yC217/7/48

- 960x2C22Int\ 6 - 960y2C22Int58 + 288C307/7/51 - 2880xyC31//1/1 6 +

1 44OC4O(//J/5 1 - x2lnt\ 5 - y2lnt\ 6 - z2lnt\ l ) - 5760;c2C407/7/l 5)+

- 4;'C017/7/53 + 24j>2C027»/36 - \2CO2[lnt52 - x2MSA - v27/?/36 - z27/7/43J

+ 288yC03(//!/36-x2lnt\8 - v2/«/35- z2lntu)~ 192y3C037/;/35

+ 640C04(/«/36 - 2x2lnl\ 8 + x4lnt\ 9 - 2y2Jnt35 - 2z2//i/44 + 2x2y2lnl54 + 2x2z2lnt2\ + y4lnt46 + 2y2z2lnt44 + *4//;

+ 5440J>2C04(/H/35 - A:2/«/20 - y2lnt32 - z2lnt46]+ 1920/CO4//i/32 - 4A:C10//?/55 + 24xyC\ 1//J/54

96.rCl2(//?/54 - x2lnt24 - y2lnt\ 8 - z27/7/4s)-192xy2C\2lnt\ 8 +1920x>'3Cl 37/7/37

- 2560AJC1 3(//7/l 8 - A-27/7/19 - y2 7/7/37 - z2lnt2\)+- 24x2C207«/23 -

12C2()(7/7/55 - A-27/7/23 - ^27«/54 - r27/7/49)+ 96^C2 l(/n/54 - * 2 7 H / 2 4 - ^27/7/l 8 - z27m48)- 192x2j>;C217/7/24

- 2.v2/«f24 + xAlnt2^ - 2v2/«/18 - 2z27/if48 + 2.T2.V2/«/19 + 2x2z2!nt\6 + / / n / 2 0 + 2j>2z2

- 960.v2C22(7/7/24 - x27/7/25 - ;'27/7/l 9 - z27/7/l 6 J - 960y2C22(7/7/l 8 - .v27/7/l9 - y 2 7«/20 - z27/7/21

192(h-yC227/7/19 - x2//7/27 - j27/7/24 - z2lnt5 \)-\92x2C301nt21

+ 256O.vyC31(7/7/24 - .v27/7/25 - y 2 l n t \ 9 - z2Int\6J+\920x3yC3\Int25

+ 640C40(/m23 - 2x2lnt21 + x*lnt2% - 2y2lnt24 - 2z2Jnt5\ + 2x2y2lnt25 + 2x2z2lnt\5 + yAIntl9 + 2y2z2lntl6 + x4lnl\

- 5440x2C40(7/7/27 - x27/7/28 - j27/7/25 - z27«/l 5)+ 192O.x4C4O7/7/2s)

4x2(-12C027/J/39 + 288;'CO37/7/l 8 + 1440C04(7»/l 8 - x2ln(\ 9 - ;>27/7/20 - z27/7/2 l j - 5760y2C04//7/20 +

96.vCl27/7/24 -2880xyCl 37/7/26 - 12C207/7/23

- 96(k2C227/7/25 - 960/C227/7/26 + 288C307/7/27 - 2880xyC317/3/25 +

144OC4o(7/7/27 - x27/7/28 - ^27/7/25 - z27/7/29j- 5760A-2C407/7/28J
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- 4yC0Unt51 + 24 v2C02/«/30 -\2COl\jnt51 - x2 7/7/36 - y2Int30 - z

+ 288>'C03(/H/30 - jr/n/35 - y2lnt31 - r2 / / i /4s)- 192J>3C03/H/31

640C04(/m30 - 2x2lnt35 + xAIni20 - 2y2lnt3\- 2z2Jnl45 + 2x2y2lnt36 + 2x2z2lnt46 + ;'4//7/33 + 2y2z2lni34 + z4lntl)

+ 5440v2C04(/«/31 - A-2//;/32 - y2lnt33 - z2lnt34)- 1920v4C04/;if33

-4xC\0Int53 + 24xyC\ \lnt36 + 96xCn(lnt36-x2lnt\8- y2lnt35-z2lnt44)

- 192xy2C12/n/35 + 1920jcv3C13/«r32 + 2560jtyC13(/#tf35 - x2Int20 - y2lnt32 - z2ln(46)

+ 24x2C20Int39 - 12C2()(/«o3 - x2lnt39 - y2lnt36 - z2Jnt43)

+ 96yC2\[lnt36-x2hu\&-y2]nt35-:2Int44)-\92x2yC2\]nt]8

240C22(lnt36-2x2Int\S + x4lnt\9- 2y2lnt35 - 2:2Jnt44 + 2x2y2lnt20 + 2x2z2lnt2\ + / /n /32

+ 2y2z2lnt35 + Z4 /H/8)- 96O.v2C22(/»rl8 - x2Jnt\9 - y2hit20-z2Int2\)

- 96y2C22(lnt35 ~ x2lnt20 - y2hu32 - z2lnt46J+ \920x2y2C221nt20

+ 2MxC3o[lnt39-x2lnt24 - y2lnt\8-z2lnt4s)- 192X3C30/H/24

64OC4O(//J/39 - 2x2lnt24 + xAlnt28 - 2y2lnt\ 8 - 2z2//rt48 + 2x2y2lnt\9 + 2x2z2lnt\6 + y4Int20

+ 2y2z2lnt2\ + zAInt9)- 544Ox2C4o(/m24 - x2lnt25 - y2 lnt\9 - z21^16^ 1 9 2 0 A : 4 C 4 0 / ^ 2 5 )

12C02/rt/30 + 288;C03//;/31 +1440C04(/»r31 - A"2//?/32 - y2lnl33 - z2Int34J- 5760y2C04Int33 +

96xC\2Int35 - 2880x;'Cl 31nt32 -12C20/M/36 + 96>'C2 \Int35

1440C40(//7/38 -

- 960x2C22Int31 - 960y2C22Int32 + 288C307/7/38 - 2880JC^C3 \Int20 +

(/ - 22//7/21)- 5 7 6 0 A - 2 C 4 0 / / 7 / 2 6 |
(8)

Rewrite Equation 3 by substituting Equation 1 in it,
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CTS
= 2G =io{i+J)-\s)ds(i-

,=oy=o

(9)

After expanding with / +;' < 4 , and replacing the integral terms with F ,

M, G the Equation 9 above becomes;

= 2G
dy 2dy2dx2dy

dy dy d}>
4
dy

dx

dx2d)>

dxdy dxdy2

dx3dy

+ dxdy2

6C20—V" G + 12C21 — ~ G + 12C30
d2 d2ddx2 dx2dy dx3

dxdy2 dx2dy2 dx3dy

dx~ dx2dy

+ 20C04
dyA

G +

dx" (10)

Then , deriving the co" this equation becomes :
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(7-,. -8/ 1440C047 TV + 480C22
[a2+s\b2+s)

+1440C40 F

+ 2 COOM + 2 •3C02
+s

8 / M+4C03

5COl l\2*a>2(s) _ 384v - 2 ^ 24xa(s

fMi
5C22

\92x2a)(s)

[P+•)?+')
M +

+ 4C30
?+,} If*,})

5C3]
5\2xyco{s) 384A-3; '

V+s] <?+.)?

384.v4

I - 2 ^ - ^ + 288>'C03- °
\b +s)

\a + SJI{J + sj

96yC2\f 288^307 rr

{a2
+sj

1440C04 ^ " ^ -5760j;2C04

- 2880C13^7 ^ =• - 96O.V2C22( 2 4 2 ^
= ~ 960y2C22 7 S w - 2 8 8 0 j c y C 3 1 £

t 2 4 2 ^
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1440040^4- - 5760^40, G

I?+4 I

By replacing all the completed integral terms with IntN where N is integral

number , the Equation 11 can be written as:

(7= = 2(

+ 2(cOO//;/4O - 4yC0\Int41 + 24;>2C02/;rt42 - 12C02(/w/41 - x2lnt 43 - y2lnt42 - z2lnt\)

+ 288vCO3(//if42 - x2bu44 - y2lnl45 - z2lnt2)-\92y3C03hu45

+ 640C04(/>i/42 - 2 A 2 / » / 4 4 + xAlnt\l - 2y2lnl45 - 2z2lnl2 + 2x2y2lnt46 + 2x2z2lnt% + / / / j /34 + 2y2z2Jntl + z4lnt\2)

i - x2lnt46 - y2hu'i9 - z2lntl)- 1920/C04/«/39

- 4AC10//7/47 + 24.xyCl l/n/43 + 96*C12(/n/43 - *2//ir48 - v2//i/44 - z2lnt5)

-\92xy2C\2Jnt44 + \920xy3C\3Int46 + - y 2 h u 4 6 - -2

- 12C2o(/nM7 - *2/n/49 - y2lnt>\3 - z2lnt4)

+ 96yC2\[lnt4i-x2Jnt4^ - y2lnt44 - z2lnt5]-\92x2yC2\lnt4%

240C22(/«f43 - 2X2 / /J(48 + x4hull - 2y2lnt44 - 2z2Jnt5 + 2x2y2I>u2\ + 2x2z2lnt9 + yAlnt46

+ 2y2z2lnt44 + z4//;f5o)-96O.v2C22(/m48 - x 7 l n l 2 2 - y 2 l n t 2 \ - z2

( - x2lnt21 - y2/m46 - r 2 /

- z2 lntb)- 192x3C30/m51+ 288xC30(//t/49 - x2hu51 -

+ 2mxyCl\{lnt4%-x2lnt\(>-y2Int2\-z2lnt9)+\92<)xJ'yCl\Int\(>

640C40(//JM9 - 2^2/«/51 + xAlnt\5 - 2>-2/«f48 - 2z2lnt6 + 2x2y2lnt\6 + 2x2z2lnt\

+ 2y2z2f,u9 + z4Int\4)-5440x2C40(lnt5l-x2Int\5-y2Inl\6-z2I>U\iy

8z2(- 12C02//7/1 + 288;C03/»r2 + 96xC\21nt3 ~ 12C20//7/4
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96yC2\Inl5 + 288xC30/«/6 + - JC2/>?/8 - y1lntl - z2lnt\2j-5160 y2C 04 JnH

- 2880C13xyln(8 - 960x2C22Jnl9 - 960j>2C22/m8 - 2880xyC3 \Jnt9 +

1440C40(/m6-A:2/^ll-j'2/;7/9-z2//7/14)-5760x2C40//7/llJ

Rewrite equation 4 by substituting equation 1 in it,

(12)

(13)

After expanding with i + j <4 , and replacing the integral terms with E , H

the Equation 13 above becomes;

= 2G - S.J 6QC04 £ f 60C22

dy2

dx2d)'2

dy3 dy4

ax'

„
dxdy3 dx2 dx"dy

(14)
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Then , deriving the co" Equation 14 becomes :

r =2G -8x2,.3 60C04 , 2 4 ^ E + 60C22^ i-= \E + 60C40^Ur£

4xz
//

b2+s
J^_ +1440C04 T ^ . - 5760 v2C04

96.vC12
H

(b2 + s\a2

H
-\2C20/.H \ + 96yC2\ +

=- - 960;'2C22

1440C40

(b2+s\a2+sf

Ho)(s)
-5760A- 2 C40

(15)

By replacing all the completed integral terms with IntN, where N is the

integral number, Equation 15 can be written as:

+ 4xz(-12C02/n43 + 288j-C03/n/44 + 1440C04(/«/44 - x2lnt\ 7 - v2/«r46 - z2lnt%)- 576O;'2C04/^46 •

96A-C12/«M8 - 288O.vyC13/;j/21 - 12C20/«/49 + 96yC21/»M8

- 960x2C22Int\6 - 960 y2C22/»/58 + 288C30/«r51 - 2880A:JC3 I/ml 6 +

144OC4o(/«/51 - - z2//?/! l)-5760.x-2C40/«/15)j (16)

All completed integral terms will be evaluated below:

It is known that Q{s) =s{a2 + s^2 + s), then

lnt\
ds

Intl = f ds
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7/7/3 = J - ds

AS

ds

AS'

Int5 = Int3

7/7/6

Intl

oj

ds
7/7/8 •f-

7/7/9 - J - ds
7/7/10

ou

•f

7/7/1 1 •J-
As2(a2+s)\y\s)\2

7/7/13 =
ds

AS'

7/7/12

CO

ds

lnt\A =

7/7/15 =
ds

7/7/17

" J

ds

/«/16 =
ds

7/7/19 •J;
ds

(a2
+sJ{b2

+Sf\Q(s)]2

//7/20 = f ds

{a2
+sf(b2

+sJ\Q(s)}2
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Int21=Intl7

7/7/23

ou

•J
ds

S 12

7/7/25 •J-

Mil = J- ds

Int29= Intl5

//7/31 •J-
ds

7/7/33 =

Ab

ds

1
?)\2

•m

//7/35 =
ds

Int37=Int20

7/7/39 =
ds

Int22=Intl6

7/7/24

au

ds

Int26=Intl9

O3

7/7/28

7/7/ 30 = J

/»/32

CO

-f- ds

/«/34 •f-

/A7/36 •f-
ds

Int3S=Intl8

7/7/40

oo
ds
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7/7/41 7/7/42 - J - ds

7/7/43 = J ds
JntAA = f. ds

7/7/45

oo
ds

lt>2+s]s]Q(s)l

7/1/47

au

•I
ds

7/7/46

7/7/48

ou

7/7/49

OO

•J- 7/7/50 =
I

?)\2

7/7/51 •J-
ds

7/7/52

CO

ds

7/7/53- J (a2 + s\b Int54=Int39

7/7/55
ds

7/7/56

oo
ds

7/1/57 = 7/7/58 • j ;
ds
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To solve these integral equations using :

Transformation formula41:

This formula is to transform the integral equation into the elliptic function

integral

Where R(t) is any rational function of t

t- c a-c a-c

<p = amit\ = sin
y-c

In case of the integral equations above these condition must be satisfied;

a = 0, b = -b2 , c = -a2 , t = s, y = X

After the transformation the recursive formula41 for Jacobian function
below are used:

f sn'udu f „ 2,,,. — = isn unci unc[ llcju
J n , 2m Jcn udn u

. . ,».i"+ uncp~ iind~m~ u + \p - n - 2 + [n - 2p + 4 - 2m)k~\
(p-\)k'2[ [ { ' J

\sn"uncp'2und2mudu + k2(p - n + 2m - 3)\sn"tmcp-\md2mudu

and
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jsn '"ncn "und pudu = —rr-

other formulas41 that are very useful

l l cnu
nsu = , ncu = , cdu =

snu cnu dnu
1 Snu 2 2 2 2 2

ndu = , tnu = , sn u + cn u = 1, k sn u + dn u = 1
ddnu cnu

Am = jsnmudu

Ao =

Ax - jsnudu = — \n{dnu-kcnu)
k

A2 = )sn udu =—j[u- E{u)]
K

sn2m~xucnudnu + 2n{\ + k2)A2m + (l - 2m)A2m_

'12HI+3

{2m + \)k2

sn '"ucnudnu + {2m + l)[l + k )A2m+] - 2/H/12I.,,_1

2{m+\)k2

Bm = ]ns ndu

B2m+2 ~

2n{\ + k2)B2m +{\-2m)k2B2m_2 -cnudmms l m + \ i

2m +

(2m + l)(l + k2)B2m+] - 2mk2B2m_l -cnudnuns2m*2u

Gm = \dnmudu

= \G, = \dnudu = anm = sin" I

= \G2= \dn2udu = E{u)

k2dn2m~]usnucnu + (l - 2m)k'2 G2m_2 + 2n{l - }2m
72m+2

2/w+l
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k2dn2musnucnu~2mk'2
J2m+3 ~

/„, = \ndmudu

f 1 _,| k'snu-cnu

= J ' ' "
/, = ]ndndu = — tan"

J2m+1

- k2)l2m + (1 -2m)l2m_7 -k2snucmmd2m*Xu
'2m+2

'2m+3

l)(2-yt2)/2m+1 -2mI2m_}-k
2snucnund2m+2u

2(m+\)k'2

xix

The results of the analytical evaluation are presented below:

k2=(a2_b2)/(a2)

k'2=l-k2

cdu1=cnu1/dnu1
1 ndul=l/dnul

ncul = l/cnul

tnul=snul/cnul

I0=ul

I2=(l/k'2)(Eul-k2snulcdul)

I4=(l/(3k12k12))(2(2-k2)Eul-k'2ul-k2snulcnul(k12ndulndul+4-2k2))

I6=(l/(5k'2))(4(2-k2)I4-3I2-k2snulcnulndul5)

I8=(l/(7k'2))(6(2-k2)I6-5I4-k2snulcnulndul7)

I10=(l/(9k'2))(8(2-k2)I8-7I6-k2snulcnulndul9)

G2=Eul

G4=(l/3)(k2snulcnuldnul-k'2ul+2(l+kl2)Eul)

G6=(l/5)(k2snulcnuldnul3-3k'2G2+4(2-k2)G4)

G8=(l/7)(k2snulcnuldnul5-5k12G4+6(2-k2)G6)

G10=(l/9)(k2snulcnuldnul7-7k12G6+8(2-k2)G8)
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G12=(l/ll)(k2snulcnuldnul9-9k l2G8+10(2-k2)G10)

AO=ul

A2=(l/k2)(ul-Eul)

A4=(l/(3k2k2))((2+k2)ul-2(l-k2)Eul+k2snulcnuldnul)

A6=(1 / (5k2)) (cnu 1 dnu 1 snu 13+4( 1+k2) A4-3A2)

A8=( 1 / (7k2)) (cnu 1 dnu 1 snu 15+6( 1 +k2) A6-5A4)

A10=(l/(9k2))(cnuldnulsnul7+8(l+k2)A8-7A6)

S1=( 1 / (k24)) (I2-4I0+6G2-4G4+G6)

S2=(l/(k25))(-k'2I2+4k'2l0-6k12G2+4kl2G4-kl2G6+I0-4G2+6G4-4G6+G8)

S3=( 1 / (k25)) (16-514+1012-10I0+5G2-G4)

S4=(l/(k26))(-k12I6+5k'2l4-10k'2I2+ 10k'2I0-5k12G2+k'2G4+I4-5I2+10I0-

10G2+5G4-G6)

S5=( 1 / (k25))(I4-5I2+1010-10G2+5G4-G6)

S6=( 1 / (k26))(-k'2I4+5k'2I2-10k'2I0+10k'2G2-5kl2G4+kl2G6+I2-5I0+10G2-

10G4+5G6-G8)

S7=(l/(k25))(I2-5I0+10G2-10G4+5G6-G8)

S8=( 1 / (k26)) (-k'2I2+5k12I0-10k'2G2+10k'2G4 -5k'2G6+k'2G8+I0-5G2+10G4-

10G6+5G8-G10)

S9=(l/(k26))(i4-6I2+15I0-20G2+15G4-6G6+G8)

S10=(l/(k27))(-k'2I4+6k'2I2-15k12I0+20k'2G2-15k12G4+6k'2G6-k12G8+I2-

6I0+15G2 -20G4+15G6-6G8+G10)

Sll=(l/(k25))(-k'2I0+4kt2G2-6k12G4+4kl2G6-k'2G8+G2-4G4+6G6-4G8+G10)

S12=(l/(k26))(-kl2I0+5k'2G2-10k'2G4+10kl2G-5k|2G8+k'2G10+G2-5G4+10G6-

10G8+5G10-G12)

S13=(l/(k24))(i4-4I2+6I0-4G2+G4)

S14=(l/(k25))(l4-5I2+10I0-10G2+5G4-G6)

S15=(l/(k24))(I8-4I6+6I4-4I2+I0)

S 16=( 1 / (k23)) (I6-3I4+3I2-I0)

S17=(l/(k25))(i8-5I6+10I4-10I2+5I0-G2)

S18=(l/(k25))(I10-5I8+10I6-10I4+5I2-I0)
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S19=(l/(k26))(-k12I8+5kI2I6-10kI2I4+10k12I-5kt2I0+k12G2+I6-5I4+10I2-

10I0+5G2-G4)

S20=(l/(k24))(l6-4I4+6I2-4I0+G2)

S21=(l/(k23))(l4-3I2+3I0-G2)

S22=(l/(k23))(l2-3I0+3G2-G4)

S23=(l/(k24))(-k|2I2+3k12I0-3k'2G2+kl2G4+I0-3G2+3G4-G6)

S24=(l/(k25))(-k'2I4+4k12I2-6k12I0+4k'2G2-k'2G4+I2-4I0+6G2-4G4+G6)

S25=(l/(k24))(-k'2I0+3k12G2-3kl2G4+kl2G6+G2-3G4+3G6-G8)

S26=(l/(k22))(i2-2I0+G2)

S27=( 1 / (k23))(-k'2I2+2k12I0-k12G2+I0-2G2+G4)

S28=S21

S29=(l/(k24))(-k'2I4+3k12I2-3k12I0+k12G2+I2 -3I0+3G2-G4)

S30=S22

S31=S23

S32=S13

S33=S24

S34=S20

S35=(l/(k25))(-k'2I6+4k|2I4-6k12I2+4kl2I0 -k'2G2+I4-4I2+6I0-4G2+G4)

S36=(l/(k23))(-k'2I0+2k'2G2-k'2G4+G2-2G4+G6)

Intl=(2/(3k'2a7))(ndul(ncul3)snul7-4((l/kl2)(nculndulsnul7+(4k2-6)S22-

5k2S23))-3k2S22)

Int2=(2/(3k'2a9))((ndul3)(ncul3)snul9-6((l/kl2)(ncul(ndul3)snul9+(4k2-

8)S13-13k2S24))-llk2S13)

Int3=(2/(3k'2a9))(ndul(ncul3)snul9+(2k2-6)((l/kt2)(nculndulsnul9+(6k2-

8)Sl-7k2S2))-llk2Sl)

Int4=(2/(3k'2a7))(dnul(ncul3)snul7+(2k2-4)((l/kl2)(nculdnulsnul7+(6k2-

6)A6-7k2S25))-5k2A6)

Int5=Int3

Int6=(2/(3k12a9))(dnul(ncul3)snul9+(4k2-6)((l/kl2)(nculdnulsnul9+(8k2-

8)A8-9k2Sll))-7k2A8)
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Int7=(2/(3k12a11))((ndul5)(ncuP)snul11-8((l/k l2)(ncul(ndul5)snul11+(4k2-

10)S3 -5k2S4))-3k2S3)

Int8=(2/(3k |2a11))((ndul3)(ncul3)snul11+(2k2-

8)((l/k'2)(ncul(ndul3)snul11+(6k2-10)S5-7k2S6))-5k2S5)

Int9=(2/(3k t2a11))(ndul(ncul3)snul11+(4k2-8)((l/k12)(nculndulsnul11+(8k2-

10)S7-9k2S8))-7k2S7)

Intl0=(2/(3k l2a13))((ndul3)(ncul3)snul13+(4k2-10)((l/k l2)(ncul(ndul3)snul13

+(8k2-12)S9-9k2S10))-7k2S9)

Intll=(2/(3k l2a11))(dnul(ncul3)snul11+(6k2-

8)((l/k'2)(nculdnulsnul11+(10k2-10)A10-llk2S12))-9k2A10)

Intl2=(2/(5k'2a11))((ndul3)(ncul5)snul11

(2k2+6)((l/(3k'2))((ncul3)(ndul3)snul11

+(2k2-8)((l/k'2)(ncul(ndul3)snul11+(6k2-10)S5-7k2S6))-5k2S5))-

(3k2/k'2)(ncul(ndul3) snul 1 1 +(6k2-10)S5-7k2S6))

Intl3=(2/(5k'2a9))(dnul(ncul5)snul9-4Int6-(5k2/k'2)(nculdnulsnul9+(8k2-

8)A8-9k2Sll))

Intl4=(2/(5k'2a11))(dnul(ncul5)snul11+(2k2-

6)((l/(3k t2))((ncul3)dnulsnul11+(6k2-8)((l/k12)(nculdnulsnul11+(10k2-

10)A10-llk2S12))-9k2A10))-(7k2/k12)(ncul(dnul)srxul11+(10k2-10)A10-

llk2S12))

Intl5=(2/(k'2a11))(dnulnculsnul11-(10k2-10)A10-llk2S12)

Intl6=(2/(k'2a11))(ndulnculsnul11-(8k2-10)S7-9k2S8)

Intl7=(2/(k'2a11))((ndul3)nculsnul11-(6k2-10) S5-7k2S6)

Intl8=(2/a9)S13

Intl9=(2/an)S14

Int20=(2/an)S3

Int21=Intl7

Int22=Intl6

Int23=(2/a7)A6

Int24=(2/a9)Sl

Int25=(2/aH)S7
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Int26=Intl9

Int27=(2/a9)A8

Int28=(2/an)A10

Int29=Intl5

Int30=(2/a7)S16

Int31=(2/a9)S15

Int32=(2/a11)S17

Int33=(2/a11)S18

Int34=(2/(kf2a11))((ndul7)nculsnul11-(2k2-10)S17-3k2S19)

Int35=(2/a9)S20

Int36=(2/a7)S21

Int37=Int20

Int38=Intl8

Int39=(2/a7)S22

Int40=(2/(k'2a3))(dnultnul-Eul)

Int41=(2/(k'2a5))((snul5)nculndul + (2k2-4)S26-3k2S27)

Int42=(2/(k12a7))((snul7)ncul(ndul)3+(4k2-6)S28-3k2S29)

Int43=(2/(k'2a7))((snul7)nculndul + (4k2-6)S30 -5k2S31)

Int44=(2/(k'2a9))((snul9)(ncul2)(ndul)3+(4k2-8)S32-5k2S33)

Int45=(2/(k'2a9))((snul9)ncul(ndul)5+(2k2-8)S34-3k2S35)

Int46=(2/(k l2a11)}((snul11)ncul(ndul)6+(4k2-10)S3-5k2S4)

Int47=(2/(k'2a5))((snul5)nculdnul + (4k2-4)A4-5k2S36)

Int48=(2/(k'2a9))((snul9)nculndul +(6k2-8)Sl-5k2S2)

Int49=(2/(k l2a7))((snul7)nculdnul +(6k2-6)A6-5k2S25)

Int50=(2/(k'2a11))((snul11)(ncul5)ndul+(-8)Int9-

(5(k2/k12))((snul11)nculndul+(8k2-10)S7 -9k2S8))

Int51=(2/(k'2a9))((snul9)nculdnul +(8k2-8)A8-9k2Sll)

Int52=(2/(a3))A2

Int53=(2/(a5))S26

Int54=Int39

Int55=(2/(a5))A4
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Int56=(2/(k2a3))(I2-I0)

Int57=(2/((k22)a5))(I4-2I2+I0)

Int58=(2/(k'2a13))((snul13)ncul(ndul3)+(8k2-12)S9-9k2S10)

The calculations of the Legendre elliptic integral of 1st kind F(cp,k)=ul and

2nd kind E(ul) and Jacobian elliptic functions snul , cnul, dnul are done

numerically42. The Routines for calculating these terms in FORTRAN are as

follows:

Elliptic Integral and Function calculation (excerpt from the main
program for constructing the stress field)

YYY IS THE THICKNESS OF THE PLATE
RT=BBB/YYY IS THE THIKNESS RATIO
EMC=BBB/AAA IS THE RATIO OF THE SEMI-MINOR TO
SEMI-MAJOR AXIS
ELLIPSOIDAL COORDINATE LAMBDA is CLAMBDA

BBB=YYY*RT
AAA=BBB/EMC

c CAA=(AAA/RC)
caa=O.666667
write(V)'AAA BBB CAA',AAA,BBB,CAA
write(20,*)'AAA BBB CAA',AAA,BBB,CAA
AK=sqrt((AAA**2 - BBB**2)/(AAA**2))
PHI= ASIN(SQRT(AAA**2/ (AAA**2+CLAMBDA)))
Ul = ellf(PHI,AK)
EU1= elle(PHI,AK)
EMMC=1-(AK**2)

c UU=U1
CALL sncndn(Ul,EMMC,sn,cn,dn)
SNUl=sn
CNUl=cn
DNUl=dn
WRITE(20,*)'AK Ul EU1 SNU1 CNU1 DNU11

WRITE(20,*j AK,U1,EU1,SNU1,CNU1,DNU1
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To calculate the Legendre elliptic integral of 1st kind F(cp,k)=ul

c-

c
c
c

FUNCTION ellf(phi,ak)

REAL ellf,ak,phi
USES rf
Legendre elliptic integral of the 1st kind F(phi,k), evaluated using
Carlson's function RF.
REAL s,rf
s=sin(phi)
ellf=s*s*rf(cos(phi)**2,(l.-s*ak)*(l.+s*ak),l.)
return
END

To calculate the Legendre elliptic integral 2nd kind E(ul)

C-

C-

c
c
c

FUNCTION elle(phi,ak)

REAL elle,ak,phi
USES rd,rf
Legendre elliptic integral of the 2nd kind E(phi,k), evaluated using
Carlson's function RD and RF.
REAL cc,q,s,rd,rf
s=sin(phi)
cc=cos(phi)**2
q=(l.-s*ak)*(l.+s*ak)
elle=s*(rf(cc,q, 1 .)-((s*ak)**2)*rd(cc,q, 1 .)
return
END
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Function rd and rf that used to calculate F(cp,k)=ul and E(ul)

FUNCTION rJP(x,y,z)
C-

REALrf,x,y,z,ERRTOL,TINY,BIG,THIRD,Cl,C2,C3,C4
PARAMETER (ERRTOL= .08/TINY=1.5e-38,BIG=3.E37,THIRD==l./3.,

* C1 = 1./24.,C2=.1,C3=3./44.,C4=1./14.)
C Computes Carlson's elliptic integral of the first kind, RF(x,y,z).
C x,y, and z must be nonnegative, and at most one can be zero. TINY
C must be at least 5 times the machine underflow limit, BIG at most
C one fifth the machine overflow limit.

Real alamb,ave,delx,dely,delz,e2)e3,sqrtx,sqrty,sqrtz,xt,yt,zt
if (min(x,y,z).lt.0..or.min(x+y,x+z,y+z).lt.TINY.or.

* max(x,y,z).gt.BIG)pause ' invalid arguments in rf '
xt=x
yt=y
zt=z

1 continue
sqrtx=sqrt(xt)
sqrty=sqrt(yt)
sqrtz=sqrt(zt)
alamb=sqrtx* (sqrty+sqrtz)+sqrty * sqrtz
xt=.25*(xt+alamb)
yt=.25*(yt+alamb)
zt=.25*(zt+alamb)
ave=THIRD*(xt+yt+zt)
delx= (ave-xt) / ave
dely=(ave-yt) / ave
delz= (ave-zt) / ave
if(max(abs(delx),abs(dely),abs(delz)).gt.ERRTOL)goto 1
e2=delx*dely-delz**2
e3=delx*dely*delz
rf=(l.+(Cl*e2-C2-C3*e3)/sqrt(ave))
return
END
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FUNCTION rd(x,y,z)

REALrd,x,y,z,ERRTOL,TINY,BIG,Cl,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6
PARAMETER (ERRTOL=.05/riNY=l.e-25,BIG=4.5E21,Cl=3./14,

* C2=1./6.,C3=9./22.,C4=3./26.,C5=.25*C3,C6=1.5*C4)
C Computes Carlson's elliptic integral of the second kind, RD(x,y,z).
C x and y must be nonnegative, and at most one can be zero, z must be
C positive. TINY must be at least twice the negative 2/3 power of the
C machine overflow limit. BIG must be at most 0.1 x ERRTOL times
C the negative 2/3 power of the machine underflow limit.

REAL alamb,ave,delx,dely,delz,ea,eb,ec,ed,ee,fac,sqrtx,sqrty,
* sqrtz,sum,xt,yt,zt

if (min(x,y).lt.0..or.min(x+y,z).lt.TINY.or.min(x+y,z).lt
* .TINY.or.max(x,y,z).gt.BIG)pause 'invalid arguments in rd'

xt=x
yt=y
zt=z
sum=0
fac=l

1 continue
sqrtx=sqrt(xt)
sqrty=sqrt(yt)
sqrtz=sqrt(zt)
alamb=sqrtx*(sqrty+sqrtz)+sqrty*sqrtz
sum=sum+fac/(sqrtz*(zt+alamb))
fac=.25*fac
xt=.25*(xt+alamb)
yt=.25*(yt+alamb)
zt=.25*(zt+alamb)
ave=.2*(xt+yt+3.*zt)
delx= (ave-xt) / ave
dely=(ave-yt) /ave
delz=(ave-zt)/ave

if(max(abs(delx),abs(dely),abs(delz)).gt.ERRTOL)goto 1
ea=delx*dely
eb=delz*delz
ec=ea-eb
ed=ea-6.*eb
ee=ed+ec+ec
rd=3.*sum+fac*(l.+ed*(-Cl+C5*ed-C6*delz*ee)

* +delz*(C2*ee+delz*(-C3*ec+delz*C4*ea))) / (ave*sqrt(ave))
return
END
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To calculate Jacobian elliptic functions snul, cnul, dnul

c-

c-

c
c
c

SUBROUTINEsncndn(uu,emmc,sn,cn,dn)

REAL cn,dn,emmc,sn,uu,CA
PARAMETER (CA=.OOO3)
The accuracy is the square of CA.
Returns the Jacobian elliptic functions sn(u,kc), cn(u,kc),
and dn(u,kc). Here uu=u, while emmc = kcA2
INTEGER i,ii,l
REAL a,b,c,d,emc,u,em(13),en(13)
LOGICAL bo
emc=emmc
u=uu
if(emc. ne. 0.) then

bo=(emc.lt.O.)
if (bo) then

d=l.-emc
emc=-emc/d

d=sqrt(d)
u=d*u

endif
a=l
dn=l
doi=l,13

em(i)=a
emc=sqrt(emc)
en(i)=emc
c=0.5*(a+emc)
if(abs(a-emc).le.CA*a)goto 1
emc=a*emc

a=c
enddo
u=c*u
sn=sin(u)
cn=cos(u)
if(sn.eq.O.)goto 2
a=cn/sn
c=a*c
doii=l,l,-l

b=em(ii)
a=c*a
c=dn*c
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dn=(en(ii)+a)/(b+a)
a=c/b

enddo
a=l./sqrt(c**2+l)
if(sn.lt.O)then

sn=-a
else

sn=a
endif
cn=c*sn

if (bo) then
a=dn
dn=cn
cn~a
sn=sn/d

endif
else
cn=l./cosh(u)
dn=cn
sn=tanh(u)

endif
return
END
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